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Ferraro
attacks
Reagan
policies

Reagan: Mondale
has 'left America'
ATLANTA (AP) - President
Reagan. launching a sharp
political counterattack, is using
ridicule and sarcasm in his campaign to convince conservative
Democrats that Walter F. Mondale is so far to the left he's "left
America "
On the second leg of a trip
designed to grab the political offensive away from Democrats,
Reagan prepared to deliver his
appeal anew today at a political
rally in a wealthy Republican
enclave 12 miles north of
Atlanta.
Mindful that he needs the
votes of a quarter of the nation's

Democrats and half of the independents to win re-election,
Reagan pursued a strategy of
portraying Mondale and his running mate, Rep. Geraldine A.
Ferraro, as too liberal for
mainstream Democrats
"The national Democratic
leadership is going so far left,
they've left America," Reagar
asserted.
He said the fog in San Francisco, where the Democratic
convention was held last week,
was "so thick out there that it
was getting inside their heads."
(('ont'd on page 2)

Castro speech may
bolster U.S. signals
CIENFUEGOS, Cuba (AP)Cuba marks the 31st anniversary of the start of Fidel
Castro's revolution with nationwide celebrations today and a
speech by Castro tonight that
may indicate whether he wants

Fidel Castro
Marking anniversary

better relations with the United
States.
The annual 26th of July holiday commemorates the Castroled rebel attack on an army barracks. The attack failed and
Castro was exiled to Mexico, but
it established Castro as leader of
the opposition to rightist dictator Ful,gencio Batista, who
was overthrown 514 years later.
Castro normally delivers a
"state of the union" speech on
the holiday. In last year's address, he made one of his
sharpest attacks on the United
States and called President
Reagan "the most brutal and
sinister" U.S. leader since he
took power in January 1959.
. John Ferch, head of the U.S.
Interests Section in Havana,
walked out during the personal
attack on Reagan in last year's
speech.
But this year's speech scheduled for this evening comes just a month after Castro
received the Rev. Jesse Jackson
on a visit and freed 26 Cuban
(('ont'd on page 2)

U.S. waters opened
for Soviets' fishing
WASHINGTON I AP)- Soviet
fishermen will be free to fish in
American waters for the first
time since President Carter imposed a ban to punish Moscow
for its invasion of Afghanistan in
1979, the State Department says
President Reagan decided to
ease the ban even though Soviet
troops remain in Afghanistan.
The decision, announced by the
State Department Wednesday,
has the twofold purpose of
benefiting American fishermen
and encouraging improved relations with Moscow.
Soviet fishermen will be able
to catch up to 50,000 tons of fish

in an area of the Pacific Ocean
from central California to the
Bering Sea. That amounts to only a fraction of the 400,000 to
500,000 tons that Moscow was
harvesting prior to the invasion
of Afghanistan.
Easing the fishing ban is the
second major Carter-imposed
sanction that Reagan has changed. Soon after taking office in
1981, he lifted a ban on U.S.
grain sales to Moscow, citing
benefits to U.S. farmers.
Other sanctions, stemming
both from the invasion of

French student Alban Lepoutre, right, is enjoying his stay at the farm of Dennis
and Joyce
Tidwell, pictured here with their daughters Sheri and Stacey. Alban is one of five French students
visiting homes in the community this month.
841aff photo by Jena* Gordon

Students stay with local families

Town hosts five from France
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
If not exactly an invasion, there is certainly a
noteworthy influx of French people in the community these days.
Five French students and a sponsor are staying with local residents for a month, learning a
lot about life in the U.S., Calloway Countystyle. While they're at it, of course, they are
imparting a bit of information about life in
France to the folks they meet.
The students are here under the Nacel program, an international exchange network that
sends students across the Atlantic both ways.
U.S. students also stay in the homes of French
families, often those of French students to
whom the U.S. students previously played host.
Staying here under the program are Alban
Lepoutre, 17, of Lille, with Dennis and Joyce
Tidwell; Xavier Boivimchampeaux, 18, of
Paris, with Sid and Loretta Jobs; Jeanluc
Fischer, 17, from Neuilly, with Duke Wilder
and Chris Walker; Nicolas Houix, 16, of Gon•
dreville, with Mrs. Agnes Brush; and Pierre
Miniou, 18. from Saint Gregoire, with Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Howell. Their chaperone, teacher
Serge Dupuch of Paris, is staying with Alfred
and Emily Wolfson.
Proficiency in English is a prerequisite for
participation in the program, and if Alban
Lepoutre is any example, the students are proficient indeed. He has taken six years of
English and speaks it with remarkable fluency

In staying at the 139-acre Route 7 farm of the
Tidwells, Alban has experienced an increasingly rare American institution: the family farm.
For although he has been in the U.S. before he stayed in Asheville, N.C. last summer - his
home is a city about two and one-half hours
from Paris. Farm work, he finds. is "very
hard." His dealings with the milk cows have
given rise to some untranslatable French
phrases.
But Alban says he is enjoying his stay immensely. In fact, he seems to have quite an affection for the U.S. in general. He likes the
more relaxed interaction of Americans,
regardless of their age.
"You can have better relations with others.
than in France," Alban said. "In France, you
can't speak with the parents of your friends.
"The first time you meet a teenager (in the
U.S.). you will speak with him like a friend.
Not in France."
He likes the typical American teenager's
diet, too. Joyce Tidwell said she tried fixing
some vegetables especially for him when he
came, but it soon became apparent that he
preferred hamburgers.
Alban has one more grade to go before
graduating from his private secondary school
in France. He plans to attend a university with
an eye toward a career in trade. He likes
traveling and meeting people.
(Cont'd on page 2)

WASHINGTON (AP)- In her
initial vice presidential campaign appearances, Geraldine
Ferraro is going after the
Reagan administration as a
male bastion that is insensitive
to the needy and seeks to "paint
a white face on all American
women."
Ms. Ferraro used her first major appearances since her
nomination at the Democratic
National Convention last week
to sketch themes that are likely
to be more fully developed as
her campaign picks up steam.
She was doing some work in
her congressional office in
Washington today and then flying back to her home in New
York to relax for the weekend.
Walter F. Mondale, the
party's presidential nominee,
and Ms. Ferraro plan a joint
campaign swing next week,
beginning Tuesday at Ms. Ferraro's home and winding
through the key electoral states
of the industrial Midwest and
the South.
She used solo appearances
Wednesday to accuse President
Reagan of pursuing domestic
policies that destroy the federal
government at the expense of
the nation's needy and of the
state governments that are left
to care for them.
During remarks to about 2,000
members of the National Conference of State Legislatures in
Boston she said, "The cu4reft
administraton is embarked on
an ill-considered plan to tear
down the structure of our
system of government."
At the same time, Reagan was
campaigning in Austin, Texas,
saying Mondale and Ferraro
threaten to "buy the American
dream" with "endless tax increases, deeper dependency,
planned protectionism, certain
sacrifices and veiled quotas."
Ms. Ferraro, though, said
Reagan's policies may be out of
the mainstream of both major
political parties, since many
Republicans are committed to
welfare, education and childcare programs he has tried to
cut.
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Highs near 90. Southwest
winds 10 mph or less.
Tonight will be mostly
cloudy with a 70 percent
chance of thunderstorms.
Locally heavy downpours
possible. Lows in the upper
60s. West winds 5 to 10 mph.
Today will be partly cloudy
and warm with a 50 percent
chance of thunderstorms.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
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Barkley Lake
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of Thai Murray Ladgar
Thaws by 5:30 p.m MondayFriday or by 3:30 p m Saturday
ore urged to call 733-1916 betwe,r) $:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through friday. or
3:30 p.m and•p.m. Saturdays.

(i ont'd on page 2)

Local representatives have voice in Kentucky's future
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Lt Gov. Steve
Beshear plans to spend much of the next two
years pondering Kentucky's future.
He will have some help from the 32 members of
a special panel he established Wednesday that
will chart a course for what Kentucky should be
in the years to come.
"Kentucky Tomorrow: The Commission on
Kentucky's Future" will be charged with.
"developing an agenda for the future of this
state," Beshear said, continuing a theme he
began with his inaugural address in December
. 1983
Beshear siddin'Coritintision is not a collection
of politically powerful individuals who will be
looking to benefft in some way from its work, nor
will it be be used to further his own political
career. Beshear promised
"This is much sznorr than just a political
event," Beshear said. "This is a very serious effort and a very serious topic."
Even so, Beshear said he expects that much of

his time and effort over the next two years will
be spent with the work of the commission.
Money for the project will be raised from interested individuals, businesses and labor
groups contributing to a non-profit corporation,
he said. Almost $150,000 has already been raised
toward what is expected to be a total cost of
$300.000 to $500,000.
"It is time state government did some longrange planning," Beshear said. -Kentucky.
traditionally, has had a rather narrow view of
the future."
In addition to the full commission, smaller
committees will be appointed to study 11 specific
areas such as agriculture, business, transportation, science
'_.,„ ..4a‘Pheafth matters
Two other subcommittees will provide over
views on education and the general ethical and
value considerations that will be applied to the
work of all of the smaller groups, Beshear said
One consulting firm has already been hired to
help with establishing the commission and

Beshear said others will also be used.
Clement Bezold, executive director of the
Virginia-based Institute for Alternative Futures,
":.:-....efIort puts Kentucky at the forefront of
serious, regimented planning.
Bezold. who formed the institute in 1977 along
with Alvin Toffler, the author of the landmark
book, "Future Shock." said there will be as
much change in the next two decades as has been
experienced in the past century.
Those who do not accept that notion, and plan
for the changes, will surely be left behind, Bezold
said. "IL'Ar,peitipal that people understand we
have to choose the future," he said.
Beshear said Gov. Martha Layne Collins has
given her full support to the Idea behind the Commission and has promised the aid of state
agencies.
Staff from the lieutenant governor's office will
aid a small full-time staff that will be hired to
assist the commission, Beshear said.
A futures conference will he conducted next

spring in Kentucky and a final report from the
commission is scheduled for June 1986
The following is a list of the members of "Kentucky Tomorrow" appointed by Lt. Gov. Steve
Beshear, who will be its chairman.
Scotty Baesier, mayor of Lexington.
Robert D. Bell. Russell, an administrative vice
president of Ashland Oil Inc. who formerly held
several positions in state government
Raymond F. Betts, Lexingtpn, a professor of
history it the University of Kentucky where.he is
also director of the Honors Program.
Gary W Boggess. Hardin, chemistry professor
and dean of the College of Environmental
Science at Murray State University.
Robert A. Coleman, a five-term member of the
Paducah City Commission.
Joanne Lewis Collins, a• member of the
(('ont'd on page 2)
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Residents to get help keeping cool
Monthly Income 1-$500: 2-1800.
3-$700; 4 or more-1800.
Also liquid resources must not
exceed $5,000. Priority will be
or
given to those with health
medical problems Those applying will need to bring with them
proof of income (award letters,
copy of checks, check stubs,
etc ). The Social Security
numbers of all household
members, proof of resources

The West Kentucky Allied Services will soon be distributing
fans and air conditioners for low
income families in Calloway
County. Applications will be
completed on Monday and Tuesday, July 30 and 31st from 9-3
p.m. at the Calloway County
Highway Garage.
The income guidelines for the
program are as follows.
- Number in Household and

and if medically related, a statement from their doctor, nurse,
health department, etc is
preferred.
Monies are limited for this
program, therefore. applications will be priortized according to need. If additional information is needed, please contact
Valerie Morris at the West Kentucky Allied Services Office.
(753-0908i

Stumbo sues

Park run set for Sept. 1 state registry
Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha (ESA) and all proceeds benefit St. Jude Children's
Hospital in Memphis.

A 5000-meter 43 Mlles "Run
Through The Park" will be held
Saturday, September 1 at the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
The race will begin at 9 a.m
Free T-shirts will be given to
the first 50 who register and
other prizes will be awarded to
the winners. Cokes will be
available to all participants.
Awards will be given in five
categories for both men and
women 17 years and under.
18-22, 23-30, 31-39 and 40 and
over.
The race is sponsored by the

All runners should meet in the
parking lot of the "Playhouse in
the Park" after 7:30 a.m, the
day of the race to register.
Registration fee is $8 on the day
of the race and 27 for those who
pre-register. To pre-register,
send name, address, age and
phone number with $7 to Kathie
Fleming, 701 S. 16th St., Murray,
Ky. 42071.

James Lake, the president's
campaign spokesman, said
Reagan came to Georgia to accuse Democrats of "reading the
boll, weevils and southern
Democrats out of their party ....
It's a direct insult to them and
their judgment."
The president carried all of
the South in IMO except Georgia,
the home of former President
Jimmy Carter, and remains extremely strong in the region this
year.

In Austin, the president tried
on a Stetson and tried out some
new one-liners directed against
the Democrats and especially
Mondale, though he was never
mentioned by name.
"I didn't watch all the
(Democratic) convention,"
Reagan said, adding, "There's
some punishment you Just don't
deserve."
At another point, the president
took note of Mondele's campaign theme of "new realism."
"Well, forgive me, but their
new realism seems to begin
right where their old ideas left
off: billions in new spending,
higher taxes on small business,
family farms and every other
working family. And we must
answer with a firm unequivocal

Reagan, who is making an attempt to capture Georgia this
time, attended a closed strategy
session with about 100 state GOP
chairmen and other
Republicans from throughout
the South after his arrival
Wednesday afternoon.

As his audience whistled,
hooted and cheered after every
couple of lines, the president
cracked that Democrats "never
have understood the economy.
They still think that GNP stands
for gross national promises."

Reagan says
Mondale left...
(('ont'd from page 1)

of elections
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Grady Stumbo and two of his
former gubernatorial supporters filed suit in Franklin Circuit Court today against the
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance and the state.
The 20-page complaint asks
that the court set aside the
registry's finding of "probable
cause" that Stumbo and his supporters willfully violated a state
campaign finance law.
The state was included as a
defendant in Stumbo's suit
because the registry sent it findings to the attorney general's
office for possible prosecution.
Joining Stumbo in filing the
suit were Floyd County coal
operator B.F. Reed and
Frankfort businessman Howard
Norrell.
Stumbo got $200,000 from
Reed and $100,000 from Norrell
late in his unsuccessful campaign last year for the
Democratic gubernatorial
nomination.
Little else, however, is undisputed in the case.
Stumbo claimed the transactions were legal, that he repaid
Norrell 250,000 with interest and
that he sold personal assets to
Reed and Norrell for the remaining $250,000.
The registry, however, concluded the transactions were at
best interest-free loans and at
worst were outright gifts to
Stumbo in violation of a $3,000
limit on individual campaign
contributions.

112 PRICE
Off Reg. Retail
On

'-Outdoor Furniture
by Lloyd/Flanders

KENTUCKY ASSOCIATION OF MUSEUMS BOARD - Members of the board of directors of the
Kentucky Association of Museums(KAM)are shown at a recent meeting In the %rather West Kentucky
Museum at Murray State University. Directors (from left) and the museums they represent are:
Jenifer Stermer of Lexington, Intermit:Iona' Museum of the Horse; Donna Parker of Bowling Green,
The Kentucky Museum; Elizabeth A. Perkins of Frankfort, Kentucky Historical Society; Jane Hogg of
Jackson, Breathitt County Museum; Martha L. Guier of Murray, Wrather West Kentucky Museum;
and Ronald C. Wilson of Louisville, Museum of History and Science. Ms. Perkins as president of the
KAM presided at the meeting.

Student...
(Cont'd from page 1)
He also likes soccer, wind surfing and tennis. He tried giving
Stacey Tidwell, 16, a lesson in
the latter at Calloway County
High School, but she
ack,nowledges it was less than
successful. She took him on a
tour of the school, anyway.
Meeting Alban has prompted
Stacey to take French in the fall,
and she hopes to go to France
under Nacel after her senior
year.
Also playing host to Alban are
the other Tidwell children,
Sheri, 14, Rebecca, 6, and
Joseph, 3.
Alban has engaged in some
bona fide West Kentucky activities with the Tidwells, such
as a camping trip at LBL, water
skiing on the lake (he made it up
his third try), a day in Memphis,

Castro speech...
(Cont'd from page 1)
political prisoners and 22 jailed
Americans to go back to the
United States with the presidential candidate.
During Jackson's visit, Castro
expressed his desire to exchange ambassadors and have
„high-level talks with the United
states.
Two weeks ago, Cuban and
State -DFaartment negotiators
met for three days in New York
In the first round of talks on the
thorny issue of resumption of
Cuban emigration to the United
States and the proposed return
to Cuba of some 1,000 hard-core
criminals sent in the 1980
boatlift. That exodus added
124,789 Cubans to some 1 million
who have left Castro's Cuba.
Cuban officials have used the
word "signals" in explaining
Castro's apparent conciliatory
tone. The rout of 750 Cubans
from Grenada last Oct. 25 in a
U.S.-led invasion after a coup
angered Castro, but also raised
new fears in Cuba that Reagan
might use military force against
Cuba itself.
Although Cuba has close ties
to the Soviet Union and there are
some 10,000 Soviets here, including a 2,500-strong combat
brigade, Moscow has never
publicly promised to defend
Cuba against U S attack.

Fire doused
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Murray firefighters doused a
fire behind Roberson's RibBurger Inn on S. 4th St.
Wednesday.
The fire, which broke out at
about 11:45 a.m., apparently
started when a voltage regulator
failed internally, said Ron
Underwood. superintendent of
the Murray Electric System.
The regulator exploded and its
top was blown off. The fire
department sent four trucks and
12 men to the scene, who were
there about one and one-half
hours, said Fire Chief James
Hornbuckle.
The fire burned grass in about
a 40-foot area and damaged the
utility pole supporting the
regulator, but did not damage
buildings or cause any injuries,
Hornbuckle said. The fire caused a power outage in the immediate area, he added.
Underwood said the outage on
the southwest end of town was
coincidental and unrelated to
the fire. The outage affected only five or six residences, he said.
The voltage regulator was on a
circuit other than the one which
feeds that area of the city, he
explained.
4,
"*". •
Cbrreetfon
The correct name of the shop
receiving smoke and water
damage as a result of• tire at
the Barry Bogard auto rlean-up
shop on Tuesday is the Rosy
Roach

.1.11111•1•

and swim classes at the county
pool. The family hopes to take
him to St. Louis, and there will
be something special on his 18th
birthday, Aug. 6.
In many ways, Alban says, life
as a French teenager is not
much different from that of an
American. Yea, France has
video games aplenty; the top 40
rock songs are the same as those
here, there are American TV
shows and movies.
School, however, is another

Soviet fishing...
(Cont'd from page I)
Afghanistan and the Soviet role
in the 1981 imposition of martial
law in Poland, remain in effect.
They include suspension of
Soviet airline service, suspended talks on a Joint maritime
agreement, and licensing requirements for oil and gas
equipment and other
technology.
Since 1976, the Soviet Union
has jointly operated a Seattle,
Wash., fish processing plant,
Marine Resources Co., with
American commercial interests. The plant annually processes 160,000 metric tons of
U.S.-caught fish valued at $30
million.
Although Moscow has been
prohibited from fishing in U.S.

Kentucky's
future planned...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Whitesburg City Council with
business interests in coal, oil,
gas and real estate.
Mike Duncan, Inez, a banker
and lawyer who is chairman of
the Morehead State University
Board of Regents.
J.R. Gray, Benton, a
Democratic member of the state
House of Representatives and
vice president of the Western
Kentucky AFL-CIO Central
Labor Council,
Kenneth F. Harper, Crestview
Hills, a Republican member of
the state House and former
secretary of state.
Sherrill L. Jeffers, mayor of
Hopkiruiville.
Patsy Judd, Burkesville, copublisher of three small
newspapers and a member of
the Western Kentucky University Board of Regents.
Dr. Nicholas Z. Kafoglie, a
Bowling Green physician and
former state representative.
Harry LaViers Jr., Irvine, a
coal operator and former
member of the Council on
Higher Education who serves on
the boards of two Kentucky
banks.
Mary Helen Miller,
Shelbyville, executive assistant
to Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
Merrylyn Moran-Smith, Lexington, program developer at
Kentucky State University.
Story Muegrave, a scientist
and NASA astronaut on the
maiden voyage of the

story. It lasts from 8 a.m. until 6
p.m., with a good two and onehalf hours of homework. Sports
are two hours a week. Alban
thinks he prefers the American
way.
All of the French students will
enjoy a get-together next
Wednesday, at the Wilder
residence. It will be a chance for
them to swap stories about the
idiosyncracies of Americans and to catch up on news from
France.
waters, it has been able to buy
fish from American fishermen
to process in the plant. The easing of the fishing ban means an
additional $8 million in earnings
for U.S. fishermen, the State
Department said.
Soviet fishing vessels will be
permitted within three miles of
the U.S. coast but have been barred from waters near the Strait
of Juan de Fuca because of concern over Trident submarine
security.
By law, the only fish the
Soviets can take inside the U.S.
200-mile economic zone are
those not being fully harvested
by U.S fishermen.
Soviet takes will be limited to
40,000 tons off Alaska, mainly of
pollock and yellowfin sole, and
10,000 tons off Washington.
Oregon and northern California.
mainly of hake.
Challenger space shuttle who
earned an advanced degree at
UK.
Patricia Nightingale,
Louisville, former teacher active in volunteer and environmental organizations.
Virginia Oliphant, Scottsville,
a member of the Institute for
Aging.
Mary C. Pendygraft, Boyle
County judge-executive.
Woodford Porter Sr.,
Louisville, owner of A.D. Porter
and Sons Funeral Home.
David W. Richert, Louisville,
executive director of Kentucky
Youth Advocates Inc.
Marcia L. Roth, Louisville,
president of Louisville Section of
the National Council of Jewish
Women.
Patsy Sloan, member of the
Bowling Green City Commission
and high school teacher.
Barbara L. Stacey, West
Liberty, executive director of
the Gateway Community Service Organization.
Robert F. Stephens, Lexington, chief justice of the Kentucky Supreme Court.
John B. Stephenson, president
of Berea College.
Lynette D. Taylor, assistant
director of personnel for the city
of Louisville.
Daniel C. Ulmer Jr.,
Louisville, president of Citizens
Fidelity Bank and Trust Co.
Sylvia Watson, Jefferson
County Fiscal Court member.
Judy M. West, chief district
judge in Kenton County.
Joe Wright, a Democratic
state senator from Harried and
farmer.
Helen Mountjoy, Utica,
member of the Davies. County
Board of Education.

LBL camping, boat launching
restricted (oftifie-6iti benefit
Camping and launching of
boats in the Fenton Lake Access
area of TVA's Land Between
The Lakes (LBL) will be
restricted from July 26 through
July 29, according. to LBL
•
officials.
Sponsors of "r`"'^h Old Dixie
Day,- a benefit fishing tournament for the Kentucky Sheriff's
Boys and Girls Ranch, will have
exclusive use of the area during
that time. Camping will be prohibited from Thursday morning
through Saturday night, The
launrhing ramps will be closed

Saturday. July 28, only.
As an alternative, campers
and boaters are encouraged to
use the Sugar Bay or Redd
Hollow Lake access areas.
Sugar Bay is approximately t
miles north of Golden Pond,
while,Reddjikalow Is aspixac,„
imately 6 miles south. Both am.
on Kentucky Lake and accessible from The Trace, LBL's
north-south highway.
For more information contact
Land Between The Lakes
Recreation Section at (502)
924-6602

anti;
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Faith and the law
One could almost hear the cheers going up in
police stations across the country when the U.
Supreme Court announced its historic decision on
the exclusionary rule. The court has held that
evidence obtained by officers acting in good faith
. can be admitted in trials even if it turns out later
they were acting under search warrants that were
not valid.
• By upholding the "good faith exception" to the
xcluslonary rule, the court has given another
strong push to the pendulum of criminal law and
procedure, carrying it back toward the center and
away from excessive concern for the rights of
defendants.
The U. S. court ruled on three separate cases
in which the exclusionary rule was invoked to
throw out criminal evidence. These were not cases
where officers had invaded private premises with
out a search warrant-a circumstance where the
exclusionary rule most surely could be applied in
defense of the Fourth Amendment to the U. S. Constitution On the contrary, the officers in these
cases were armed with warrants they had obtained in good faith but which later were found to be
legally flawed.
The key case concerned the evidence seized in the
search of a house in Burbank. Calif., by officers
who had received a tip the occupants were dealing in drugs. A federal judge ruled that illegal co,
caine seized in the house could not be introduced
as evidence because the search warrant was not
valid. It had been issued on the basis of information from the tipster whose credibility had not
been established. Never mind that the tip turned
out to be accurate.
That sort of application of the exclusionary rule
leaves investigators tearing their hair, and can
make the public wonder whose side the courts are
on.
In his opinion for the 6-3 majority in the Burbank
case, Justice Byron White defined the issue in
clear and simple terms. Throwing out the
evidence would be justified if the officers had been
"dishonest or reckless" in setting up their searth.
But the very fact they went to the trouble of getting a search warrant showed they had a
"reasonable belief" there was criminal activity
going on in the house. They were acting in good
faith even if a court later found a legal flaw in the
search warrant.
Protecting the citizen against dishonest or
reckless exercise of police powers is what the
Fourth Amendment is all about when it prohibits
unreasonable search and seizure and requires that
search warrants be based on a showing of probable cause that there is evidence of a crime to
found. Justice William F. Brennan maintained in
a minority opinion that the decisions amount to the
"strangulation" of the Fourth Amendment. He
misses the point. Unreasonable interpertallons of
the Fourth amendment have been strangling the
effort of laws enforcement agencies to gather
evidence and use it in court.
Applying the "good faith" concept to the exclusionary rule does nothing to diminish the force of
the Fourth Amendment as a protection of privacy.
It recognized that evidence gathered by police acting under what they believe to be a valid search
warrant does not lose its value in the scales of
Justice if the search warrant later turns out to be
flawed. Who can argue with that

looking back
Ten years ago
During the past week at the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair, the Murray Lions Club
typed and cross matched 415 potential donors for
the new Walking Blood Bank the club is
sponsoring.
Wanda Gough has been named as business
teacher at Murray High School by the Murray
Board of Education.
Miss Kathleen Madrey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Madrey, and Donald Fisher, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Fisher of Bardwell, were
married June 29 in Oakhurst Garden at Murray
State University.
Twenty years ago
A localized, but severe storm, hit the Almo
area on July 24. Damage was reported to crops
and some cattle were killed when struck by
lightning.
The Rev. Bill Sullivan of Heath will be the
speaker at the revival meeting to be held at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church, according to the
Rev. JerreII White, pastor.
The Claude Youngblood Quartet will sing Sunday at the homecoming at Mt. Carmel Methodist
Church.
Thirty years ago
Seventy seniors and graduate students at Murray State College have applied for degrees for
summer commencement exercises to be held in
the air conditioned recital hall on July 30 Dean
William G. Nash will be the speaker
Glenn Cochran, Max Morris, Prentice Darnell,
Tommy McNeely, Fred Douglas and Bobby
Fain, members, and C.W. Jones, advisor, of
Lynn Grove High School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America spent a week at Leadership
Training Center, Hardinsburg
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Here's the owner's side ofthe story
in the case ofthe missing wallet
Remember my column of a couple weeks ago about the fellow who
lost hie wallet on the Dairy Queen
parking lot and, luckily, got it back
with more than $2,000 still in it?
Well, he was rather upset with
the column, so he told me over the
phone the other evening, because
he felt it had left the impression
among his friends that he had been
ungrateful in getting it back after
there was $100 less in it when he got
it back than he thought there was in
it when he lost it.
Although he was not identified in
the column as 'having lost the
wallet, some of his friends knew it
was he because he had told them
about the incident. He still doesn't
want to be identified. He merely
wants "to set the record straight"
"I wasn't ungrateful at all," he
said. "I was tickled to death to get
the wallet back. In it were all my
credit cards, my driver's license
and my pilot's license plus the
money. There was no way I could
have been ungrateful, even though
$100 of it was missing."

Actually, he said, there was
$2,400 in the wallet when he lost it
He had just cashed a tax refund
check
• • •
The wallet, you may recall, was
found by some girls, apparently
Murray State summer students.
One had stepped on it as she left
their car Opening it, they found
that it contained the rather large
amount of money.
They also found in it the owner's
name and address and were planning to contact him when Dairy
Queen owner Tom Emerson came
out onto the parking lot looking for
it.
He had the fellow who had lost it
on the phone, and, at the fellow's
request, had gone to the parking lot
to see if he could find it for him
When the girls noticed Tom looking around and learned that he was
looking for the lost wallet, they
turned it over to him. Tom, with little more than a glance into it but
noting the unusually large amount
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of money, informed the man that
his wallet had been found
The column indicated that the
man had asked Tom at that time to
count the money, but this Tom
declined to do, telling him to come
in and count it when he picked up
the wallet.
The fellow contends that I was off
base on that, insisting that I didn't
have my facts straight. He denies
asking that the money be counted
and says he didn't ask anyone to
count it before he picked it up.
• • •
When he did pick it up later, the
fellow counted it and then said it
was $100 short. That has been the
big mystery throughout the whole
episode — what happened to the
missing 100 bucks.
"I really didn't get upset about
that as the column implied," the
fellow told me. "I was tickled to
death to get back as much as I
did."
That evening, he said, one of the
girls who had found the wallet called him to ask if he had gotten it
back. Telling her that he had and
thanking her for turning it in, he
said he then told her about the
missing $100. She, he said, then
suggested that one of the 100-dollar
bills might have fallen out of the
wallet when they were counting the
money in her car.
She volunteered to go out and
look in the car again, but came
back to tell him that she had not
found it. "I told her then, that if she
did find it, just to keep it," he said.
"In fact, I tried to give her 4100 as a
reward, but she wouldn't take it."
• • •
What really ticked him off,
though, was Tom's
characteristically and typically
humorous quoted comment at the
end of the column to the effect that
"his old lady probably slipped a 100
bucks out of his wallet without him
knowing it. It has happened
before."
That was Just a spur-of-themoment humorous comment and
nothing whatsoever mutszteast.by
it. But the fellow — and, particular-

ly, his wife — took considerable exception to it.
"Why," he exclaimed, "it made
my wife look like a common thief."
We are sorry about that, sir, and
we apologize for including it.
Neither Tom nor I had any such intention or thoughts.
But, Lord, help me!
If snitching a few bucks out of a
spouse's billfold makes one a common thief, I guess I'm destined for
the eternal torment of the fires of
Hell. For, I've been getting my
golfing and Sammons Bakery nipping and sipping funding like that
for years!
• • •
So much for the, missing 100
bucks. Now, to head out into
another direction. I didn't get to
tell you all I know about Haskel
Smith, the chief engineer at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
in the recent column about him
Several paragraphs of the story
accidentally were left off when the
paper was put together and failed
to appear at the column's end.
Haskel and his wife, the former
Carol Smith — the same last name
as his when they married — and a
native of Cumberland County, live
at 1306 Peggy Ann Drive. They
have four children, only one of
whom, Anita, is still at home. She
works at Golden Corral.
Both their sons, Lewis and Tommy,live in Austin, Tex., while their
other daughter, Janet (Mrs. Eddie) Cook, lives on Tom Taylor
Road south of town.
When he isn't climbing around
among the huge pipes of the
hospital's heating and cooling
systems, or reading the scores of
gauges he and his people keep their
eyes on, Haskel generally can be
found pursuing his favorite hobby
of restoring old homes. He has two
or three of these projects going at a
time.
Although you seldom see their
names in the headlines, Haskel and
his people get much personal
satisfaction from working behind
tie.siennes. and 4.IS _keeping the
hospital running smoothly.

Is it reasonable to expect the
physician, or anyone, for that matter, to be unaffected by prevailing
payment schedules? Why should
people be blamed for doing what
they are paid to do?
Obviously, most physicians will
not allow society's quixotic policies
to interfere with good medical
practice. They will talk to patients
whatever the external constraints.
It is bizarre, nonetheless, that
economic rewards should exert
negative pressures on the physician. Sound social policy would
seem to require that incentives be
offered that are consistent with
proper medical care.

talking to a patient is in everyone's.
best interest.
I must not exclude telephone
calls. The value of professional advice ought not to be minimized or
disregarded just because it is
transmitted by phone. A physician's time has to be accounted for.
He or she should not be expected to
donate large blocks of time that
would otherwise serve as the basis
for appropriate compensation.
There is nothing unnatural or invidious about telephone calls from
patients who need clarification of
instructions given them in the
physician's office. Most of these
calls can be handled promptly and
it would be awkward and indeed
grasping if they figured in a doctor's billing. But there are also
calla that require professional
handling and are time-consuming.
Many patients, for example, want
to discuss their health problems by
phone. They have symptoms to
report and they need advice. Not
infrequently, their calls require
careful questioning by the physician, who then may be in a position
to provide useful answers. In these
and other instances, professional
services have been rendered and
appropriate compensation is in
order.
The schedule of payments in
these matters need not be things of
great complexity or mystery.
These are matters that yield to
common sense.
If' society" is to be blamed for
attaching inadequate value to exchanges between patients and
physicians, then medical schools
may have to reconsider their own
attitudes. For the notion is unfortunately widespfead atnong many
medical students that patientphysician relationships are
somehow "soft" and not to be considered on the same level of importance with subjects that belong to
"hard" science or that lend
themselves to quantification. It
may be easier to oppose mistaken
notions by society concerning payment procedures if the medical
pehnnin
them/tram°
give
evidence of recognizing that physicians often have to be master.
psycholcirsts)Inciting all the 1h-formation they require and In
developing attitudes in patients
that create an environment conducive to effective treatment
Norman Cousins
Dean's Office
School of Medicine
UCLA

r

letter to the editor
To The Editor,
Enclosed find a copy of an article
written recently and published in
the Journal of the American
Medical Association. I take this opportunity to advise you that it is
written by a lay person, Norman
Cousins, for many years the editor
of Saturday Review. I believe this
article is worthwhile for reprinting in your newspaper and
will have great educational value
for both lay people and those involved in medical care.
Sincerely yours,
Stuart L. Brodsky, M.D.,FACS
Secretary
Graves County Medical Society
Unacceptable Pressures
on the Physician
The same society that demands
the best of physicians is now
creating the conditions that make
it difficult for them to offer their
best. By "society" I refer to all
those forces beyond the physician's
office that have a substantial effect
on patient care. More particularly,
I have in mind those actions or
policies of group insurance plans
and of government — whether national, state, or local — that
regulate compensation of physicians and hospitals for medical
services.
I doubt that any aspect of
medical care payment policies,
whether public or private, is less
enlightened or more misguided
than the refusal to compensate
physicians for talking to patients.
Payment is made for procedures,
tests, and treatments. For some
reason, laying the foundation for
careful diagnosis and treatment,
which is what the painstaking interview is supposed to do, is apparently not considered important
enough to be included in a schedule
of payments.
Why shouldn't doctors be paid for
talking to patients? Few things are
more basic in responsible medical
practice than the communication
process between physician and pa.
tint. Some of the most useful clues
in cracking a difficult diagnosis not
infreolifkluy emerge Iran* a patient's responses to careful questioninly. auch questioning ban oe
time-consuming. Every physician
can point to instances from his or
her own experiences and those of
colleagues that underline the need
for proper interviewing.
One recent case comes to mind.
A 45-year-old California college
professor of English developed an

arrhythmia. The cardiologist was
able to confirm the abnormality
through a stethoscope, cardiograph, and treadmill testing. A
slight ST-segment variation on the
cardiograph during the treadmill
test led to the recommendation for
an angiogram. The professor
became panicky and twice
postponed the angiogram appointment. In an effort to reassure the
patient and to reschedule the test,
the cardiologist telephoned the patient but was told that the professor
"was taking his afternoon sauna."
Naturally, something clicked in
the cardiologist's mind. Daily
saunas could deplete the patient's
mineral balance. The sodium potassium exchange, so essential
in electrolytic activity and in the
proper functioning of the heart,
could be affected by too-frequent
saunas.
When the cardiologist was finally
able to reach the patient, he asked
about the saunas and was told that
this was a daily hour-long ritual,
employed as a weight control
strategy — and, in fact, had been
going on for about two years. The
moment he heard this, the cardiologist realized that the surprise
was not that the professor had an
arrhythmia but that he hadn't
something much worse.
"Why hadn't you told me about
the saunas?" he asked. "Well," the
patient replied, "we really didn't
get much of a chance to talk. As I
remember it, you put me right into
the tests."
The patient was taken off the
saunas. Within two weeks
everything reverted to normal. The
cardiologist tells this story to
medical students and colleagues by
way of emphasizing the hazards of
shortcutting communication with
patients in advance of procedures.
Almost every physician can draw
on his own experiences to
demonstrate the need for skilled
and systematic questioning
I don't believe that the fact that
the cardiologist just mentioned
was not being paid to talk to patients was connected to the prompt
use of technology. I relate this
eptiocie
earrpardaild 'that
recourse to technology, already in
danger of being overused or misused, could become even more of a
problem because of the curious
system of incentives established by
Medicare, Medicaid, and the
various levels and private group
plans

Another example of adverse
pressures on physicians, of course,
Is the prevalence of medical liability suits. Physicians are now being
educated by the proliferation of
such legal actions to take precautions in the form of evidence that
may have to be presented in court.
Inevitably, this means more high
technology and consequent higher
medical costs. Physicians have
had to learn the hard way that the
best defense in court is often
numbers — that is, the results of
tests can justify a diagnosis or a
certain course of action. Such tests,
however, may not always be in the
best interests of a patient's health
or his pocketbook. A treadmill test,
for example, can be affected by the
apprehensive mood of the patient
and produce false-positive results,
which in turn can lead to other
testa, equally trying and even more
expensive.
Is there no answer to the
malpractice dilemma? Obviously,
some malpractice does exist, and
patients are entitled to recourse.
Even more obviously, the medical
arena has become the happy hunting ground for all those who see a
way of exploiting the legalities.
One thing seems clear. The better
the relationship between physician
and patient, the smaller the probability of legal..action. It is well
known that the chances of lawsuits
increase in direct proportion to the
distance between physician and pa.
Gent. Primary physicians turn up
e• odnetlillr-elescueno Onetdliallneor.
or 'otolaryngologists, among
others. Thus the time spent In
establishing a good relationship
with patients may in tact be the
best malpractice insurance of all —
whatever the branch of medicine.
Whatever government and insurance companies may think,
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Mr and Mrs James
Glenn Rogers of Murray
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Susan, to
Jerry Michael Vance,
son of Mr. and Mrs:
Jerry Vance of Murray
Miss Rogers is the
grawidaughter of Mrs
Lyda Miller of Murray
and the late Carrnon
Miller and of Paul
Rogers of Murray and
the late Mrs. Mary Alice
Rogers.
The bride-elect is a
1989 graduate of Murray
High School and attending Murray State
University.
Mr. Vance is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Turner of
Murray and of Mr. and
Mrs. Troy Vance of
Murray.
The groom-elect is a
1982 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. He is employed
at Murray State
University.
The wedding vows
will be exchanged on
Saturday, Sept. 22, at
2:80 p.m. at the
Memorial Baptist
Church.
A reception will follow
at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Tommye Taylor,
uncle and aunt of the
bride-elect, at 205 North
Eighth St., Murray.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception. Only outof-town invitations will
be sent
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Susan Rogers and
Jerry Michael Vance to marry
at Memorial Baptist Church

Pottertown
club meets
at Sirloin
Two lessons were
presented at the last
regular meeting of the
Pottertown
Homemakers Club held
at the Sirloin Stockade.
"Kentucky's
Historical Homes" was
presented by Iva Alford
who also gave the
devotion.
Jean Pipher gave the
lessonon
"Grandparenting."
Landscape notes were
given by Dorothy
Lorenz. Lurene Cooper
directed group singing.
Recreation was led by
Dorothy Simon.
Mary Hopson, president, president. Reports
were given by Lavine
Carter, secretary, and
Mary Moore, treasurer.
Also present were
Maggie Chase, Kay
Carlson, Christine Collins, Marion Fox, Mary
Gertzen, Jeanette
Gamster, Eloise King,
Anita Purvis and Dot
Brown, members, and
Elsie Patterson, visitor.
The club held a picnic
on July 11 at Lake
Barkley Lodge.

Paris Road...
INE

The Louisiana World Exposition in New Orleans lives up to
its reputation. It is a wonderful
mixture of the world cultures
Even though some city fathers
say the World's Fair is a financial disaster, it is a show place
with crowds of pleased people
"The Treaures of the
Vatican," a famous collection of
religious art spanning nearly
2,000 years was the high point of
tile Fair.
This show has toured several
cities in the United States, but it
will be in the Vatican Pavilion
unttl November. The works of

Totally separate from the fair
is another collection of art work.
"The Sun King: Louis XIV and
the New World" is now on
display in Louisiana State
Museum The Cabildo on
Jackson Square, next door to St.
Louis Cathedral.
More than 200 fabulous works
of art are assembled, and many
are shown outside France for
the first time Louis XIV has
been called a great art patron
and one of history's most flamboyant legends. He ruled France
Raphael, El Greco, Matisse and for more than 70 years.
After closing in New Orleans
more are on display, and these
works are from the Vatican, on Nov. 18, 'The Sun King"
France, Spain, Italy, England, moves to the Corcoran Gallery
in Washington, D.C.
Ireland, Canada and Africa.
One sure thing to do at the
If you go to the Fair, the
Fair: ride the aerial gondola on
closest hotels to stay in are the
the 2,200 foot trip across the
Hilton, the Marriott, and a
Mississippi River.
brand new elegant one, Windsor
St. Louis has its Gateway
Court Hotel.
Arch, Seattle has its Space NeeFood is available from coun- dle and New Orleans has the
tries all over the world, there in Mississippi Aerial River
the Fair grounds. We ate in the Transit.
Italian village restaurant,
This gondola may well
Pastore's. The pasta was become the legendary landmark
outstanding.
of the 1984 World's Fair.

(Cont'd from page 4)
Mary Gee, Barbara
White, Topsy Brandon,
Amy Wilson, Alice Steely and Mattie Buster.
Visitors were Neva
Champion, Linda
Roach, Joy Roach,
Peggy Taylor, Greg
Taylor, Chip Taylor,
John Taylor, Lacinda
Kiser, April Wyatt and
Tina Wyatt
The September
meeting will be in the
home of Mary
Crutchfield.
_

Fat Fashions Are Arriving, So Summer Must Go To Make Room

Junior • Missy • Petite • Half Size

DRESSES
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1
/
2 PRICE
New Shipment

Ladies'
Jellies

5.95

Good Selection

Ladies' Summer
Shoes
9.95
Leather Nikes
Men's

Regular 23.00 to 68 00 Values

Ladies

34.95 24.95
,

We Also
Carry Men's & Women's
Leather Pony & Converse

SUMMER

SUMMER

ROBES

HANDBAGS

Regular 18 00 to 45 00 Valves

Regular 10 00 to 70 00 Values

Men's
Weyenberg Freeman, Wrangler

Leather Casual Shoes '18 & '20

1/3 To 1
/
2

Leather Lace-Ups
23.95 & 26.95
FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
16th and Main

FAMOUS NAME

1984

BRAS

SWIMWEAR

Regular 10 50 to 16 50 Values

753 9419
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Just Received
Large Shipment
New Styles
of Guess Jeans

China, Crystal,
Pottery and
Silverware

20%
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Men's 6" & 8"
American-Made

•Jewelery
•lops
•Blouses
•Shirts

•Skirts
•Pants
•Suits
•Socks

•Swimwear
•Dresses
•Handbags
•Coordinated
•Accessories

•Shorts
•Sundresses
•Mini Skirts
Sportswear
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Coming community events

Your Individual
Horoscope

sidurfty,

'Thursday. July 311
Murray -Calloway
County Jaycee Women
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Pagliars. For information call 759-4478
---Sibling Class will be
from 830to 7:80 p.m. in
Third Floor Classroom.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. To enroll
children call 753-5191,
extension M.
- - -"Sing Out, Kentucky!" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park Lodge.

Friday, July Ft
Friday, July Ft
July 28
---&flake Barkley State
''FInlan's Rainbow"
Round and square Park
Lodge
will be presented at 8
dancing will be from
p.m. by Community
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Events at Murray Theatre
FOR FRIDAY,JULY 27, 1961
at Playhouse in
Grove Roller Rink
Moose Lodge will inthe Park.
---clude games at 8 p.m
What kied el day will tomorrow be? situation muddled
- --Annual salad lun- and
SAGITTARIUS
entertainment by
To had out what the stars say. read LEO
"Sing Out, Ken•
cheon by Murray
1Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
Steve, Serita and Jim lucky!" will
the forecast gives for yew birth saga. iJuly 23to Aug 22)
be
Business and ProfesHold the lid on spending'Your judgfrom 9 p.m to 1 a m.
presented at 8 p.m. at
Both work and play have some ment could be off regarding
sional Women will be
ARIEZ
monetary
drawbacks
Lake
Barkley State
now. It's at home where interests. Crooked types want
from It a.m. to 2 p.m. In
(Mar 21 to Aix. 191
your
things go as planned Don't stew over hard-earned money.
Murray
- Eagles 4071 Park Lodge.
Fellowship Hall of First
This is not the tune for procrastinaa past slight tonight
wlll
have a dance for
- -- Baptist Church. Tickets
CAPRICORN
tion. Direct action suits you. Others
Alcoholics
will be available at the members and guests
1Dec. 72 toJan. 191
are wishy-washy, but you know your VIRGO
Anonymous
-- - and Aldoor.
Aug. 23 to Sept 22
There are some unanswered quespurposes.
Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
Saturday. July 28
- - -Matters of friendship look more pro- tions in romance. Still, your relationTAURUS
American
at
Legion
Hicks Cemetery
Gospel singing will be
1Apr 20to May 201
OP, mising than romance. A money ques- ship will prosper, if you'll join friends
at 7 p.m. at Trinity meeting will be from 8 Building, South Sixth
You work well in tandem now An tion riles you. Don't let others take ad- for happy social hours
Maple
Streets.
and
a.m, to noon
Christian Center.
AQUARIUS
employee may not follow your direc- vantage.
---!Jan. 20to Feb. 18'
--- ---tions to the letter. A take-charge at- LIBRA
The
Single
Connection
Dance featuring Fire
South Pleasant Grove
Euphoria marks your approach to
No twilight golf will be
titude is needed.
iSept. 23to Oct.
will
have
its
discussion
Mountain
will be from 9
at Murray Country Club Homemakers Club will
GEMINI
Morning brings career and romance, but you may be extravagant
i May 21 to June 201
4
:7k monetary gains, but business pro- in your promises. Deal directly with meeting at 7:30 p.m. on because of practice have a picnic at the p.m. to 1 a.m. at Murray
third
floor,
Education
Moose Lodge.
rounds for the Murray home of Brenda and
An extra push now means that you spects aren't as good later on. A guest higher-ups in business
Building, First United Invitational
- - -James Euell Erwin at
PISCES
can truly relax later The early bird is inclined to go overboard.
oaks
Methodist
Church.
Murray Squar-NFor
1Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
6:30 p.m.
moor
catches the worm today. Go after
--- aders will dance at 8
Your inclination is to mix business information call Dick at
what you want careerwise
---Make Today Count
SCORPIO
p.m. at Woodmen of
and pleasure, but you're better off 436-2174 or Jill at will meet at 10 a.m. in
M r . and Mrs
CANCER
Oct 23 to Nov. 21
World Hall.
1 June 21 to July
private dining room of Clarence J. Ftohwedder
Not much will come of a business simply having fun. Weekend travel 753-1701 or 753-6654.
Sports, exercise and recreation are proposition voiced to you today. leads to good times.
Murray-Calloway Coun- will have mass of
Sunday, July 39
Thanksgiving on occawhat you thrive on today. A family Travel is indicated, but there may be
ty Hospital.
Friday, July 27
YOU BORN TODAY are a fighter
Alcoholics
sion
of
member is stubborn and a career a few complications.
50th
wedding
anGolden
Age
Club
will
and do not take kindly to defeat.
Twilight Golf is niversary at 10:30 a.m. Anonymous will have a
not meet this month.
GIRAFFE BEETLES
scheduled
at 5:30 p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic closed meeting at 4 p.m
,
cgetcl li...
I
Church. A reception will at American Legion
Giraffe beetles look
Distribution of at Oaks Country Club.
Building, South Sixth
like miniature black
follow in the Parish
---government comstick giraffes. Their
Center of church. The and Maple Streets. For
"Ftnian's
modities
Rainbow"
Will
not
be
WM
long necks help them
will be presented at 8 family requests guests Information call
today.
753-0061, 762-3399 or
reach beyond the prop.m. by Community not bring gifts.
---753-7764.
tective spines on nuts
--- Wranglers Riding Theatre at Murrayand get to the meat they
Murray Eagles 4071
Club will have a trail Calloway County Park.
Events
- in Land Betwill have a dance for
seek. The beetles are
---ride starting at 6 p.m. at
ween the Lakes will infound in the rain forest
"Sing Out, Ken- members and guests.
home of Jenny Woods at
clude Summer
of Madagascar, off the
---Almo. For information tucky!'' will be
east African coast.
Annual Rose Ball, Photographing Opporpresented at 8 p.m.
call 753-0530.
sponsored by Thurman tunities at 2 p.m. at
School of Dance, will be Woodlands Nature
from 8 p.m. to midnight Center.
---at the Curris Center
Second day of Murray
Ballroom, Murray State
University. This is open Invitational Golf Tourto all interested nament will be at Murray Country Club.
persona.
-----The Youth of First
Murray Invitational
Baptist
Church will
Golf Tournament will
open at Murray Country meet at home of Gary
Club. A dance is Jones after 7 p.m.
S
scheduled in the church services.
---evening.
Homecoming will be
---NISI.
at
Blood
River Baptist
Events in Land Between the Lakes will in- Church.
9 M
f
t
---clude Summer Fishing
Picnic of Good
Opportunities at 2 p.m.
Call & Ask About Oar Carry-Out Orders
Shepherd
United
and Night Visual at 8:30
Si
p.m. at Woodlands Methodist Church will
follow
the 11 a.m. worNature Center; Home
6°1
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°
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Canning and Pickling at ship service at the
Young
cabin on Kenwith
2 p.m. at Empire Farm.
tucky Lake.
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RibEye Dinner
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8•99

FREE Freshtastiks® Food Bar $

Oki•A

Offer includes entree, choice of potatoe. hot
bread and all you can eat from our fabulous
Freshtastikse Food Bar. Coupon good at
participating Bonanza Family Restaurants
Not good with any other offer.
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2 For

Expires 7/31/84

Good all day 7 days a week
Expires11-1544

C.

/
1
2lb. Chopped Steak Dinner
with

FREE Freshtastiks® Food Bar

Offer includes entree, choice of potatoe, hot
bread and all you can eat from our fabulous
Freshtastikse Food Bar. Coupon good at
participating Bonanza Family Restaurants
Not good with any other otter

2For

$7.99
pr.INANZA.

Good all day 7 days a week
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Expires 5-1544

'
Reg. To 28.996
LeTigre Sportswear * Camp Shirts
Levi• Sportswear * Shorts • Pants
Skirts * Applique Tops• Crop Tops
Knit Tops• Blouses * Polo Shirts
Handbags

Helen Bradford Says:

"I LOST 34
LBS.

•00

Reg. to 29.998
Cheeno'e, Palmettos® and Other
Nationally Advertised Shorts •
Tomboy® Mix n' Match Separates•
Applique Skirts

thanks to
Nutri/System.

I needed to lose weight
for my health because I
was a border line
diabetic. N/S made it
easy & convenient
because I didn't hove to
count calories and on
top of that I wasn't even
hungry!
If you always wanted
to join N/S but didn't
wont to m ake the drive
now you don't hove to.
Stop by the Dixieland
Center on Mondays
11-6:00 p.m.

.

10.00

Reg. To 29.99
Ocean Pacific Sportswear'* Cheeno's®
Palmettos*, Smart Parts', Capri and
Crop Pants • Sun Dresses• Cotton
Unconstructed Jackets

•00

Reg. To 75.0015
Missy, Junior and Half Size Dresses
• Smith & Jones' Missy Sportswear
Famous Brand Swimsuits —
Elizabeth Stewart® , Ocean Pacific®,
Dippers' ,Sassafras' ,Beach Pauli.,
Fully-lined Blazers

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
9:30-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-5 Sun.

Special
Extended
Lose Up To
30 Lbs.
Expired By
7/23/84
Helen Wad!cord
of Paducah, Ky.

_vow.
VIA nutri/system

OVER 700 CENTERS IN NORTH AMERICA

fli•••

weight loss medical centers

Aurrey, Ky.

Dixieland Center,
isesies The Shoo awn)

Cyndi Mize now raising
Arabian horses near Cadiz
CADIZ, Ky. (AP) - business side of it ...
Cyndi Mize believes you watch what you're
folks like her are the buying, if you know your
backbone of the Arabian bloodlines and quality,
industry.
if you know what you
Backyard breeders of- are looking for, what
fer inexpensive, quality you think that the
Arabians for sale if peo- market is at that time ...
ple will just go looking you can make some
for them, she said.
good investments," she
After buying an yearl- said.
ing filly in 1981, she was
"Of course your piece
hooked. And now she's of gold isn't going to up
on her way in the horse and die either. You
business.
never know when you
Mrs. Mize purchased are going to lose one of
four brood mares and a your horses. Gold might
dapple-gray stallion and be safer," she said while
started trading and laughing.
breeding. Since then,
Mrs. Mize said more
she has sold 10 horses people are becoming inand currently owns 10.
volved in the Arabian
"I always wanted an horse business as
Arabian horse, ever misconceptions that
since I was knee-high to Arabians are una grasshopper," Mrs. manageable and unafMize said recently. "I fordable are diapelled.
thought there couldn't Other small breeding
be anything any better farms in western Kenthan a purebred Ara- tucky are located in
bian horse.
Princeton, Paducah and
"I just bought the filly Hopkinsville.
because I wanted her. I
She stands the stallion
had no earthly idea that to outside Arabian
I was ever going to wind mares for a fee of $500
up with 10 horses three and to outside grade
years later."
mares for a $200 fee,
An Arabian horse can which she said is low in
be priced anywhere comparison to other
from $1,000 to $3.5 purebred fees.
million. Mrs. Mize said
The Arabian horse
many Arabians are was originally bred in
overpriced because they Egypt, and the breed
are owned by celebrities filtered into other counsuch as Wayne Newton tries including Poland
and Kenny Rogers. and Russia.
Newton owned the
Typically, the Aragrandsire of her bian is characterized by
stallion, Adar El a short, thick, arched
Anamus.
neck, rounded body and
Mrs. Mize, who is speed and endurance.
married to Lt. Col. Bill As it runs Or struts, Its
Mize and has a son, tall is raised over its
Sam, has sold her back like a flag.
horses for prices rang"Of course I just think
ing from $800 to $20,000. that they are the most
She said she believes - beautiful horse in the
based on the quality of world, and that's why I
her Polish-lineage stock wanted an Arabian,"
- that she could have Mrs. Mize said. "I think
asked for more money if that's why most
she were in a better will go into Arabians
location
Then as they get Into it
She sold one gelding to they find out all these
a Cadiz buyer and has other pluses that Arabred her stallion with a bians have - disposisaddlebred mare In tion, intelligence.
Cadiz, the foal of which
"As long as I can use
can be registered as half a pitch fork, I'll proArabian.
bably still be in.- the
"It's a tax shelter if Arabian breeding
you are into it for the business, she said.

.
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Elderhostel Program at MSU this week attracts active oldsters
By Marjorie Major
This week the Elderhostel
group at Murray State University includes 32 men and women.
They are at least 50 years of age
and they are here to keep vital
their approach to life as well 1111
to enjoy the amenities of our
area. The University, the lakes
and the lodges are on their
schedules, too.
For the uninformed, the idea
of the Elderhostel program was
the "brain child" of Martin
Knowlton, a professor of Continuing Education at the University of New Hampshire.
In its first year it had a total of
200 participants in four institutions and in 1984 there are 81,000
people enrolled in courses in
over 200 institutions.
William Berkley, president of
Elderhostel, expects an enrollment of some 100,000 by 1985.
The coordinator of the MSU program 113 Stan Key, Director of
Continuing Education.
ElderhostelS are presently in
the United States, Britain,
Canada, Denmark, Finland,
France, India, Israel, Italy, Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands
and West Germany with
Australia "waiting in the wings"
to join the program next year.
For active, older Americans
there is not a more interesting
way to stretch their incomes to

include travel and, at the same
time, have the opportunity to
make new friends and enjoy new
experiences.

The Participants
The 32 ElderhostelS living in
Murray this week come from a
variety of backgrounds and
from nine states.
Dr August Dian and his wife
The Using
Julia are from Bluffton. Ind.,
Participants in this program
live in MSU dormitories, enjoy Edra Ogg from Valparaleo, Ind.,
delicious meals and listen to in- had a tailoring business for 27
formal lectures in the im- years. and Edward Barnes from
Manitowoc, Wis., was a railroad
pressive Currie Center.
Classes are held in the morn- engineer for 42 years and his
ings and afternoons. This leaves wife is Noreen.
William Melton of Harrisburg,
time for swimming, bowling or
golf. They want to be involved Ill , is a retired Lt. Col. in the Air
all the time. Anita Lawson will Force and his wife Virginia was
a teacher. He also worked for a
discuss her book, Irvin 3. Cobb
The class lectures are given newspaper for 20 years as a
by MSU professors "Gold in reporter and photographer and
Your Attic: American Collecti- later served as postmaster. He
ble" is a topic taught by Dr. has been a Chicago Cubs fan for
William Price and it is a class 60 years.
Dolores Welsh of Union Mills,
that I joined one day. It is a look
at America's heritage through Ind., lives on a farm where they
the study of collectibles and an• used to raise registered hogs
and she still helps with the
tiques of the 1900-1950 era.
In contrast, Dr. Chad Stewart bookwork for the family-owned
teaches a class on "Exercise for business now operated by three
You" which stresses exercise sons.
Caroline Lorenz is from
techniques and offers health
suggestions to benefit mental Mayfield and she is retired from
Southern Central Bell Telephone
and physical fitness.
The third offering, taught by Co.
Other Kentuckians are Hattie
Dr. Terry Barrett, is "Right or
Wrong: The Psychology of Hardman, a legal secretary
Morality" which will consider from Louisville, Mildred
questions of morality from Hundley from Louisville and
within a psychological Thelma Kiser from Lexington
who have been active in profesframework.

SPEAKING TO GROUP - Dr. James H. Frank, professor in recreation at Murray State University.
speaks to the 32 Elderhostels living in Murray this week in this special program. Events are being held
of age.
at the Curtis Center, MSC, with other field trips featured. The Eiderhostels are over 60 years
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

sional and volunteer capacities
Arthur and Elizabeth Oertel
live in Louisville where he
retired as a production planner,
superintendent and purchasing
agent while she engaged in
homemaker activities.
Two former school teachers
are Martha and Fred Schiff
from Columbus, Ohio. Ruth
Slade from Metropolis, Ill., also
is a teacher.
Other teachers are Alice and
Spencer Woolley who had 25
years in the U.S. Air Force but
are now retired to live in
Nokomis, Fla.
Another "army brat" is
Louise Lyons who is now enjoying retirement with her husband
in Springfield, Term. Another
"student" from Springfield is
Margaret Addison who had done
office work and Evelyn Sweeney
from Brentwood, Tenn., was
also an office worker.
Carthage, Ill., is home to
Myona Davis and, after a career
of accounting and office procedures, her hobbies now in-

clude music, decorating and to quote her - "just enjoying
life."
Clarence Hart of Minneapolis.
Minn., was a corrunercial production supervisor and his wife
Theresa worked for a school
district. Esther Maglathlin of
Tangerine, Fla., spent 42 years
as a teacher and another
teacher is Virginia Melton of
Harrisburg, DI.
Some people find Elderhostel
visits addictive. One such person is Edith Huffman, now living
in East Lansing, Mich., who is
enjoying her seventh
Elderhostel opportunity and she
is already looking forward to attending another one in Santa Fe,
N.M., ta September. Her friend
Laura Heddleson of Bowling
Green was a teacher of Home
Economics and is an alumna of
several Elderhostel vacations.
The Worth
Why are the ElderhostelS so
popular? Besides supplying
companionship and new experiences, the lecture topics are

Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week of July 22 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey were as
follows:
1. "Atlanta Blue,"
The Statlers
2. "Just Another
Woman In Love," Anne
Murray
3. "Angel In
Disguise," Earl Thomas
Conley
4. "Mama He's
Crazy," The Judds
5. "That's The Thing
About Love,'' Don
Williams
6. "B-B-B-Burnin' Up
With Love," Eddie
Ftabbitt
7. "Still Losing You,"
Ronnie Milsap
8. "God Bless The
U.S.A.," Lee
Greenwood
9. "If The Fall Don't
Get You," Janie Fricke
10. "I Don't Want To
Be A Memory," Exile

Raisin Apple
Pie recipe
is released
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
COME FOR DESSERT
Raisin Apple Pie and
Coffee
Raisin Apple Pie
Adapted from a Viennese recipe.
cup golden raisins
2 tablespoons brandy
Pastry for a 10-inch,
2-crust pie
6 medium, Golden
Delicious apples (about
1% pounds), pared and
sliced
% cup sugar
2 tablespoons butter
Soak raisins in brandy, covered, at room
temperature overnight.
Line a 10-inch pie plate
with half the pastry.
Toss apple slices with
sugar and turn into
pastry-lined plate. Add
raisins and any brandy
not absorbed; dot with
butter. Cover with top
crust; seal edges with
fork tines: cut six 1-inch
vents in the top crust.
Cover edge with 3-inch
strip of foil. Bake on the
rack below center in a
preheated 425-degree
oven for 10 minutes:
reduce heat to 350
degrees and bake until
golden brown - about 1
hour longer. Cool slightly on wire rack before
serving.

(Cont'd from page 4)
Almo; Arlet Baker, 519
Whitnell; Mrs. Attie M.
Hodges, 408 North Fifth
St.; Mrs. Grace E.
Covey, 2513 Coldwater
Rd.;
James W. Mason,
Lynnville; Mrs. Ruby
Mat Jones, 201 South
, 12th St.; J I. Patton, Rt.
1, Hazel;
ArthUt C Panes, r ern
Terrace Lodge; Mrs.
Lois E. Jones, .1005
Payne' St.; ElmUs E
Rudolph, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Ada M. Roland,
Rt. 5; Mrs. Viola
McVlherter, 123 Gordon
St., Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Laybel P. Darnell, Rt. 1,
Farmington.

MANAGERS SPECIAL
National
Home
A fiance
Till Aug. 1st
CLUSTERS, BRIDAL SETS
PENDANTS, EARRINGS
01355 Sewing Machine
Was $304.99
Now $149.99
022979 Powermate Vacuum
N
Now
Was 2309.99
$179.99
031851 Upright Vacuum
Was $209.06
Now $88.00
088741 1.4 Microwave Oven
Now
N
Was $539.99
$299.99
087541 .8 Microwave Oven
Was $349.99
Now $259.99
023801 8 Cycle Washer
Was $529.99
Now $379.99
065821 Matching Elec, Dryer
Was $429.99
NOW $289.99
#64841 18 Cu Ft Refrigerator
Was $889.99
Now $539.99
#74841 18 Cu Ft Refrigerator
(with icernaker)
Was 2799.99
Now $629.99
013233 2.3 Cu Ft Chest Freezer
Was 2689.99
Now $449.99
.132.97 27 Cu Ft Chest Freezer
Was $7041.99
Now $506.99
094151 1.5 Cu Ft Compact Ref,
SPECIAL ONLY $99.00
194152 1.5 Cu Ft Compact Ref.
Was 2134.99
Now $109.99
14910 23 In, Remote Control
Console Color TV
In.SPECIAL ONLY $579.99
942201 19
Co
Now $349.99
Was $494.99
091874 Stereo
Was 1334.59
Now $159.99

day-Saturday-Monday Jy 27-28-30
• QUANITIES LIMITED - DISPLAY
MERCnANDISIli-^:FLY
PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING AND
NORMAL DELIVERY ON APPLIANACES
salweetion gowonfood
or row money bock
Soo,
. Poobock and Co, IMO

Any Diamond Item with more than
One Single Stone

chosen to stimulate new interests or deepen established
ones. In some Eldertiostelli computer courses are popular as
these active oldsters will try
anything - at least - once.
In the group at Murray this
week there is a predominance of
teachers. Perhaps this indicates
that association with Youth is
beneficial to Aging. The
unspoken motto of
EiderhostelERS is, "Never stop
learning and never give in to the
passing years
A visit to Land Between the
Lakes will include The
Homeplace-1850, dinner at
Kenlake State Park and a performance of "Sing Out
Kentucky."
On Friday evening Mollie
Ross, a folk-singer who accompanies herself on the dulcimer.
will perform.
All too soon - it is Saturday
and the week is completed and
all must return home, but we
will hope to welcome them on
some other occasion.

sunday school lesson

cos good thru
luly 30, 1984

As long as Joash
received and heeded the
instruction from the
godly priest, Jehoida,
"he did which was right
in the sight of the Lord,"
but his record did not
measure up to the standard which was set by
David
There
was
a
remarkable similarity
between the lives of
Joash and Amaziah
Both began their reigns
professing zeal for the
worship of Jehovah, and
afterwards lapsed into
idolatry, and both, after
forsaking God, perished
at the hands of
assassins.
El Kings 14:1-3
Following the murder
of his father, Joash, at
the hands of the
members of his court,
Amaziah ascended the
throne of Judah
He promptly had the
assassins of his father
arrested and executed

for their crime. Contrary to the prevailing
custom. Amaziah
declined to have the
children of the
murderers put to death_
Believing that the
guilty alone should be
punished, he refused to
take vengeance upon
the children for a crime
of which they were not
guilty. His unwillingness to punish the
children for the crimes
of their fathers certainly merited high
commendation.
11 Kings 14:8-14
Amaziah recruited an
army of 300,000 men for
the purpose of delivering a fatal blow against
the Edomites. To
strengthen his army,
and to guarantee a victory over them,
Amaziah hired a large
number of soldiers from
Israel.
When God's prophet
rebuked him for hiring

these soldiers to fight, them to return to•thetr Amaziah dismissed the homes
hired legions and told
(Coat'd on page 13)

Our Christmas

Toy Kingdom

In July Sale
Is Now In
Progress

Save
Up
To
60%
master 0.190
• ••i*m •.V

TOY KINGDOM

Children's Specialty
Shop
Infants-14

Largest To Store In Western Kentucky
4120 Clarks River Road on Beltline R60 East
Paducah.Ky-Also Marion. III.

2122 Broadway 442-4446
9:30-5:00 Mon.-Sat.

Visit Shellie In The Deli For
*Party Tray's
•BBQ Shoulders
•Pit Baked Hams
•Turkey Breasts

— FR IM GO D F•LK

Prices Good
7-26 thru 8-1

Dorn

,

o

Lynn Grove
Grade 'A'

SUGAR

.99n
BONUS SPECIAL
ITH
"ORDER
_ *15

ALL 3 BONUS SPECIALS
WITH '45" ORDER

Hyde Park Potato

Tide Laundry

CHIPS

8 oz.

79° DETERGENT.49 oz.

White House 16 oz.
Blush-On

APPLESAUCE

CRUST

Hyde Park 15 oz.

Bush's Greet Northern

PORK-N-BEANS

BEANS

Bush's 15 oz.

Viva Lg. R911

PINTO BEANS

tural
roducts
also
get a

ts!

9 in.

/5 oz.

?,„.

.3/s 1

99"

Pet Evapor.tted

MILK

79°

49°

CRAN APPLE DRINK $129 TOILET TISSUE '199

CRACKERS

Northern

CRAN GRAPE..

NAPKINS

Ocean Spray 32 oz.

Soft N Pretty 4 Roll Pkg.

140 ct.

Borden Eagle Brand 14 oz.

FOIL

18,n. $ 1 19

Martha White 6 oz.

CONDENSED MILK '1 19

Ivory Dish-50° Off

LIQUID

Lh Bw.c

Pillsbury Fudge 22:4 oz.

CORN BREAD MIX...3/$1 BROWNIE MIX...

Only 79

89°

PAPER TOWELS.79°

Ocean Spray 32 oz.

Hyde Park Heavy Duty

$1°°
REFUND

CATSUP

$ 1 99

Keebler Graham Cracker

39

Pillsbury Buttermilk or Country Style
32 oz. $ 1 49

BISCUITS4:4 oz. 5 ct.

16°

79'
her v

Smticher

PRESERVES
$ 59
1

Como, Ce,r

t•I

PORK

LOIN

7
;

PORK
CHOPS

PORK STE-AK $1 39
'PORK CUTLETS $219
ycle
tz6 99

99

1

END ROAST

SPARE RIBS
'WIENERS

/ 49

CHICKEN •=5-i - SLAB
BACON
BREASTS

CONCENTRATE

49.°. CiadiEEF
49° BAKED HAM
15° BAKED HAM

TOMATOES
Fancy Lg. 36 &re

CELERY
Fancy Gre.n

CABBAGE
Cello

RO4ST BEEF_

RADISHES

BBO CHICKEN
Tree Ripened

69

PEACHES

lb

39°

CHEESE

$

99

MSU camp's first evaluation positive; staff highlighted
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
For a rirst-year venture, Murray State's involvement in the National Youth Sports Program is being hailed
with flying colors, according to the first project assessment report
The program, sponsored by the Federal
Government and the
National Collegiate
Athletic Association, is
designed to provide a
summer camp for
underprivileged, lowincome youth. MSU's
camp is running from
July 2 until Aug. 3.
During the camp the
youth are competing
and receiving instructions In swimming,
basketball, football,
gymnastics, soccer, tennis, track and field,
volleyball and bowling.
Also and enrichment
program with information and -instruction on
drugs and alcohol
abuse, health, nutrition.
environmental education, crafts, and information about educational, job and career

opportunities are
offered.
Plus, several optional
activities are being offered including a campending tour of Land Between the Lakes and
watermelon feast. In
some of the activities
the youth are working
towards such goals as
the President's Physical
Fitness badge and Red
Cross swimming cards.
The program is strictly regimented with
groups of approximately 20 youth rotating
through a daily schedule
involving a variety of
activities, including a
free lunch period.
According to MSU
camp officials Jim
Baurer and Eddie Morris, like marriage the
first year of the program is considered to be
the hardest.
"It's been an eyeopening experience, to
say the least," Baurer
said. "There's a ton of
hard work involved,
especially since this is
the first year and we're
learning how to operate
from the ground up. But

we've received a lot of
positive feedback for
our efforts. We've had a
few minor problems,
but for the most part the
kids seem to enjoy it and
the parents have been
Impressed too."
The camp has averaged 265 youth per day at
the Murray State
facilities and the camp
Is run with an approx.
irnate ratio of 15 kids
per counselor. The
camp has a staff of 33
and several junior
counselors who are low
income 17-18 year-olds
who would have probably spent the summer
unemployed.
"The camp is serving
several purposes for
this area," Baurer
pointed out, "not the
least of which is giving
these kids something to
do during the summer.
For some of them, the
only entertainment they
would have had otherwise would be to stay at
home and watch their
folks fight."
The USDA requires
strict guidelines the
camp must follow in

and its performance
"The evaluator said
we had one of the best
staffs she had ever
evaluated in a first-year
program," Baurer said.
"It sort of gave our people a boost, a pat-on-theback for all their hard
work. Having good people is what will help this
program succeed, year
after year.''
During a tour of the
campers' activities last
week, Morris echoed
Baurer's comments.
"The counselors are the
backbone of this camp.
They deserve a lot of the
credit."
Most of the counselors
are college students who
enjoy working with
children. They deal with
the campers on a daily
basis and according to
Baurer, they are
creative not only in in.
structing the youth, but
maintaining discipline
and serving as friends.
Baurer related the
story of one counselor's
unique method of
discipline. Disruptions
DOUBLE CHECK — A Murray State camper watches while track and
were punished by hav- field instructor Tom Pack measures his long jump attempt.
The camp is part
ing the offender sing
of the National Youth Sports Program which is sponsored by the Federal
"Jingle Bells" in front
Government and the National Collegiate Athletic Association. This the first
of the group. Very
year Murray State has offered the program to youth of low-income families
seldom did the offenders In a flve-courity area.
repeat their
performances.
Serious discipline problems are sent to Morris
who, along with Baurer
and the counselor involved, are judge and
jury for the offenders.
"We have had so
By M.C. Garrott
9:40 - Al Linsey. Don Robinpri.
Dave Reeves and Phil
many kids apply for the
Paducah's Jimmy Bryan as its co- Dr Quertermous, Jerry Jones
camp we can afford to
No. le Tee
Brown will be in Murray chairmen.
8.30 - Dan Morris, Pkdl McNeely.
be selective in Who we
this weekend to defend
Bill Holt. Dan Key
Players,
as
been
has
take. We don't need
8 30 - Dick Orr, Rot, Miller
his championship in the the custom over the
Hoimee
troublemakers who will
25th renewal of the Mur- years, will be pre 40-o
Jim Berry, Dwayne Gibbs
spoil the camp for the
ray Invitational tourna- flighted by handicap, Dean Alexander, Tommy Latimer
8 50 - Charlie Irtebt, Cam Love,
others. We've had to
ment at the Murray verification of which is John Sensing,
Tim Stembig
send a few campers Country Club.
9:00 - Phil Bader, Mike Heater
required. Players
Stone, Jim Wool
home and a couple have
Brown has dominated without established han- Mike
9:10 - Roy likestiare. Ray Heaton.
been expelled per- the MCC tourney for the
dicaps will be placed Buck Hurley, Herb Hurley_
manently," Baurer ex9:30 - David Buckingham, Darryl
past two years
automatically in the Durham. Johnny Ginglee. Rick
plained. -The first week
Last year, the 29-year- championship flight.
MWer.
we didn't expect as old stockbroker and
9,30 - Ted BIllington, Jack Shell.
More than $3,000 in 3lm Moore, Cody Edwards
many disciplint tprck
tlprea-time .Kentuakf .dillirer *Wards and golf •11,410,- 13111 Brea& Fluidal! Cope.
blems as we had,,but amateur champion,
Lanny Lancaster, Tim Cook.
merchandise cerSaaarday Atlemiede
now the camp has settlposted rounds of 67 and tificates await the top
No, I Tee
ed down. The kids just 89 for an eight-under12.10 - Gory Bob..', Troy
winners in all flights.
WIThelni, B111 Adarna. Jim Franklin
needed to see how far
par 136 total to win the
The $40 entry fee en12- 20- - Al Giordano. Dennis
they could go, I guess."
prestigious west Ken- titles a participant to Tomek. John Beshear. Richie
Hughes
With the succeis of tucky tournament. Five
practice rounds over the
12:30 - Pal Howard, Woodrow
the first evaluation
strokes back in second 6,270-yard, 72-par Holland. Loon Riley. John C Lovett
12 40 - Met Lamtdra. Lindy
under their belts, place was fellow
Mike Pierce. Sam Jones
Baurer said the staff Paducahan Tom Austin. course, lunch both days Sutter.
12 50 - Kerry Creason. Don
of the event, admission
members are looking
Only last weekend, to the "Golf Ball," the Johnson, Mike Holton. Kenny
Rowlancl
forward to the written
Brown won the amateur
1 On - Dan Blair. Chuck
evaluation due this division of the Irvin Saturday evening dance Terry Garnbrall• John BLair Leeds .
which has become a
1:10 - Chuck Bollegar, Roy
week and possibly a
Cobb Championships at popular tournament Cothrarn,
Don Cothram, Tommy
commendation for their Paducah's Paxton Park
tradition and the 36
1.20 - Mike Carter. Larry
efforts.
for the fifth time in the holes of medal play in Grooms,
Jerry Berry. Daryl
"We've already last eight years, posting
Hughes.
the tournament
1,30 - Torn Austln, Jolmny R.
started looking ahead to a 7-under-par 135 and tyThe starting tees and Querterrnota.
next year's camp and ing the tournament
1.40 - liege Parsons John Smith.
times for the registered
we're planning to make record set in 1942.
John Pattereon
golfers are:
No. le Tee
several changes to imAnd, six strokes back
1.2 10 - Bobby Canter. Mark
prove the overall proSaturday Mernig
All... Terry Edward.
was Austin.
Ne. 1 Tee
12:30 - Todd Solomon. Brent
gram. The better job we
Wednesday and
8 a - Howard Steely, Fred Ellie, Ladd, Charlie Peck, Mark Waldrop
do, the better the camp Thursday before the Dave Severna. Freddie Poe.
12_30 - Todd Doyle, Scott Ray.
8 30 - Jerry McCellon, Tommy Tim Jon.. Chip Sloan
will be for the kids in the
Cobb, Brown had played Flke, Anthony Fike. Keith Smith
1.2 40 - Tony Thomaa. Robert
long run."
41)- Joe Ftexreat. Al Pipes. Bill Fennel. Tony Rayburn, Don
in the Southern
Boone, Flay Allender
Alexander
Amateur in Orlando,
a 50 - Red Howe, Larry Robin.
12.00 - Harvey Congedon, Ryan
Fla., but failed to make am, Bobby Parker, Frank Reamer Congerlon. Neal Patterson. Al /one.
9 00 - Bob McGaughey III, R.H
00 - Wayne Ford, Paul HoLLand.
the 36-hole cut with a 155 McGaughey
II. Dr J C SUM. Steve Ray Cash. Paul Coltharp
Tucker
total.
I 10 - Tim Gallant%, Howard
9 10 - Johnny McCage, Johnny Boon., Pat Carroll, Jr.. Nick
More than 150 area
Prichard, Bill Bogard, Richard Hibbard
golfers are expected to Knight
1.30 - Forrest Ivy, Paul McGuire
9 30 - Jigs Loiter, BWy Thur.
DO - John Hover. Larry Lang.
play in the two-day,
man. Bob Hibbard. Judge George John Colgan, Joe Oakley.
36-hole medal play Mur- Lassiter
2:00 - Clayton Hargrove, Burton
a 30 - Jay Venable. Jimmy Young.Ras VI Ila nov a. Homer
ray tournament, presidBrown, Dick St•cey
Tom Branch. David Gallairar, Jimmy
ed over this year by Mueldman
Lamb.

order to receive the
lunch program. According to the USDA
figures, the MSU camp
Is serving about a 50-50
ratio of minorities
covering a five-county
area including
Calloway, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman and
Marshall.
The MSU camp was
evaluated during its' second week of operation
and the evaluator, Pam
Herrmann, a four-year
veteran of national
camps, was extremely
liberal with her praise.
The MSU program
received 85 of a maximum 86 points attainable in the project
guidelines assessment
and an additional 34
bonus points were
awarded. The maximum points available
is 132. Murray State garnished 119 total although
several bonus points on
the evaluation chart did
not pertain to first-year
programs.
One of the strongest
areas of the MSU camp,
as noted by Herrmann's
comments, was the staff

Brown coming to town
to defend MCC crown

SHOW AND TELL — A camp counselor gives some individual batting Instructions to a camper during
this group's softball period. The groups in the Murray State camp rotate through the various stations on
the campus each day. Among the activities for the campers are softball, swimming, soccer, football,
basketball, gymnastics, volleyball, bowling, track and field, and tennis.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Wildcat QB transfers to EKU

Easy to Operate...
Easy to own
Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive - buy
your Case tractor now Miring
our Fall Sale and get all you
can get in tractor performance

•
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Mike Whitaker,
a high school star while
a quarterback at Leslie
County High School, is
leaving the University
of Kentucky to enroll at
Eastern Kentucky
University.
Whitaker, who was
among Coach Jerry
Claiborne's first
recruits, said he has
been unhappy with the

lack of playing time
while with the
Wildcats.
"I've not been very
happy here," he said.
"I shouldn't have come
in the first place. I don't
want to give the wrong
Impression. I don't
want to bad-mouth
anybody. It was my
mistake. I should have
gone to Eastern in the
first place, but I had

Big Blue fever."
Whitaker, a 6-foot-2,
200 pounder, must sit
out a year before he can
play for the Colonels.
Whitaker is the second highly touted
quarterback to leave
UK since the end of last
season. Tony Lanham,
who played for
Louisville Southern,
left earlier this year.

9.8% APR Financing
Available
There is a Case
your budget

urray Datsun
Chrysler-Dodge

tractor to fit

We are now offering a joint fare with Allegheny
Commuter (Air Kentucky) via Nashville to Louisville
for
$93.00 each way. Now you can make your Louisville
trip in one day,.with the flexibility of three good connections each way. One example:
Depart Murray
6:40 am
'Arrive Louisville
10:05 am
Depart Louisville
650 pm
Arr.ive Murray
8.20 pm
Let us save you tins* and money on your
next airline
trip. Coll us as 409-2199 or see your travel agent.

Olympic gold not in Knight's forecast
despite undefeated exhibition record

SOUTH ALL-STARS - Murray's South All-Star squad was eliminated in two games during the
Mayfield Kentucky League tournament this week. Host Mayfield and Marshall County were the teams
that beat the South players. Members of the Murray team included (front row,from left) Brent Keller,
Mike Deaver, Damon Cohoon, Toby Latimer, (second row) Steve Gresham, Ryan Peckenpaugh,
Trent
Gibson, Curtis Bucy, William Gordon, (coaches) Jimmy Dale Bucy and Joe McPherson. Not pictured
are players Jerry Nelson, Mike Cartner and Tony Kajavi and coaches Darrold Keller and Phil Deaver.

Arias upset; Purcell wins D.C. opener
WASHINGTON (AP)
- After two straight
sub-par performances
on the Grand Prix tour,
Jimmy Arias says he
needs to revise several
aspects of his tennis
game.
"My backhand didn't
feel good and my
forehand kind of stunk,"
the world's fifth-ranked
player said Wednesday
after he was upset by
Stanford University's
Dan 0-oldie in the second round of the
$200,000 D.C. National
Bank Tennis Classic.

Arias, the tournament's Thierry Tulasne 7-6
top seed, never led In (7-1). 6-3.
dropping a 6-3, 6-4 deciIn other matches insion to the unheralded volving the top players,
20-year -old from second-seeded Andres
McLean, Va.
Gomez of Ecuador easily disposed of ArgenArias, of Buffalo, was tina's Roberto Arguello,
not the only high seed to 6-1, 6-1; Sweden's
be eliminated in the se- Henrik Sundstorm,
cond round. Fourth-seed seeded third, beat
Juan Agullera of Spain Spain's Fernando Soler,
met a similar fate, fall- 7-5, 6-2; and No. 5
ing to Switzerland's Guillermo Vitas of
Zoltan Kuharszky 6-4, Argentina had to come
6-4, and No. 6 Jose-Luis froth behind to top JimClerc, the defending my Brown 4-6, 6-0, 6-4.
champion from ArgenNo.8 Mel Purcell of
tina, lost to France's Murray, Ky., advanced
to the third round by
halting Michael
Westphal of West Germany, 6-1, 6-4.
Seventh-seeded Aaron
Krickstein had little difficulty in his 6-0, 6-3 rout
of Chile's Hans
smashed his 16th homer Gildemeister. Kricksof the year over the left
tein beat Arias en route
field wall.
to the U.S. Pro title last
In his last seven week.
games, Strawberry has
The loss, the second in
hit .313 with four homers five, days for the
and 11 runs batted in, 19-year-old Arias, came
and he's knocked in 21 in the wake of his disapover his last 19 games.
pointing defeat to

Mets' July record
best in history

Krickstein in the
quarterfinals of the U.S.
Pro. Arias, runner-up
here the past two years,
committed numerous
unforced errors.
Trailing 4-1 in the second set, Arias managed his only service
break of the afternoon,
but after he held serve
and pulled to within 5-4,
Arias could not solve
Goldie's service a second time and lost the
match.
"I wouldn't mind too
much if it was just one
bad match, but this
makes two weeks in a
row," Arias said. "I'm
starting to lose my
confidence."
It was the first
meeting between Arias
and Goldie, although
Goldie was used as a
practice player for the
U.S. Davis Cup team, of
which Arias is a
member.
Goldie faces 16th.
seeded Brian Gottfried
this afternoon in the
third round of the
tournament.

NEW YORK (AP) Davey Johnson smiled a
mischievous smile.
"This only hints of
things to come," said
the New York Mets
rookie manager. "We're
going to give people
some things to think
about. I've got a whole
lot of stuff in store for
the next series."
The first -place
Miracle Meta, 20-4 in the
wirulingest July of their
history, won their sixth
straight game WednesPITS! nel iirdlih insura r
day afternoon,
IN' st..r. hirsv-ziN
defeating the St. Louis
Cardinals 9-3 for a
UM 2 9000
sweep of the three-game
nelslear.
MOD WM le Mire
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SAN DIEGO (AP Coach Bobby Knight
refuses to forecast a
gold medal for the U S
Men's Olympic basketball team, even after an
unbeaten exhibition tour
against National
Basketball Association
players.
"I have no preconceived thoughts,"
the Indiana University
coach said of the Los
Angeles Games that call
for the Americans to
face China in their debut
Monday.
•
The U.S. men finished
with a 9-0 record against
the pros with a 91-86 victory Wednesday night
before 12,347 fans in the
San Diego Sports Arena.
Even in defeat for the
first time, the U.S.
women's coach, Pat
Head Summitt, wasn't
so cautious. A collection
of NBA Southern
California Summer
League players forced
the Olympians into 34
turnovers in a 107-65
rout in the first half of
the doubleheader.
"I think this is the
best women's basketball team we've ever
had," said Summitt, the
captain of the American
squad that won a silver
medal in the 1976 Montreat Olympics.
The U.S. women, 25-1
In exhibitions this summer, will face another
medal contender,
Yugoslavia, Monday in
their Olympic opener.
Knight has shown little of his temper during
the exhibition swing.
Moreover, he has acted
like a public relations

man at times
As he has done at
almost every exhibition
stop, Knight grabbed
the public address
microphone and thanked the fans and NBA
players afterward
"I guarantee you
these kids will work
awfully hard to bring
back the gold medal to
you," he told the crowd
Knight bristled little
during a post-game
news conference and
ordered television
crews to turn off the
lights or he would not
conduct the interview
He was asked to
assess the play of
Oklahoma AllAmerican Wayman
Tisdale "I don't comment on individual
players." he answered.
Knight says the U S
men will spend the next
few days ironing out

their offensive and
defensive mistakes.
However, he did not
Specify what those
were.
Sam Perkins and
Michael Jordan, who led
the Americans with 17
and 16 points, gave their
unbeaten team mixed
reviews
"We have nothing to
be proud of yet the way
we have played,"
Perkins said. "We
haven't been consistent
enough. We get kinda
lackadaisical."
With the U.S. men
leading 76-74 and less
than seven minutes left,
Perkins and Jordan
combined for the Olympians' next 11 points for
in 87-82 lead with 206
remaining.
"In the second half,

HOW TO
SAVE MONEY
ON YOUR
AUTO AND
HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE.

we did a better Job of
communicating on the
floor," Knight said
Kiki Vandeweghe of
the Portland Trail
Blazers led the NBA
players with 15 points,
one more than Rolando
Blackmon of the Dallas
Mavericks.
Summltt was not
disturbed the NBA free
agents forced her team
Into so many errors. In
fact, she asked the pros
to keep the full-court
pressure on late in the
second half.
"I would anticipate all
of the Olympic teams
trying to use pressure."
the University of Tennessee coach said. "But
I'm not overly concerned. They won't have the
quickness and size of the
men tonight."

Conversions
1202', Johnson 111rd.
llle•hind Murray Datsun
Phone 733-1107

Insure both your car and
home through us with
the Slate Auto insurance
Companies You can get
a substantial reduction in
your premiums with our
Auto,'Home Discount
Package
Call us 10( a moneysaying quote

4
0
-

We do quality full or partial
van and truck conversion.

I

Excellent opportunity for I
antique auto collectors to
have interior work done.
also replace car I
We
headliners, door panels and I
carpet.
414117

411iiPfre• estimates given.

& McNut

I

Stop in and see our work. I
liMa
vaiiiip We think you'll come backi
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Thurman

I

Ask for Steve Moore or JenMoore.
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Dan McNutt
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Larry Krouse Insurance

Save $32 to $48
Per Set of 4
,:1tio;,,YX
1
trade
neecetl

SIZE

SALE
enICE
se Om

P185/75R14
P195/75R 14
P205/75R 14
P205/75R 15
P215/75R 15
P225/75R 15
P235/75R 15

$53.25
55.95
59.45
61.70
64.50
87.30
69.95

Whitewall

Custom Polysteel- the radial
that keeps its feet, even in
the rain
• Double steel cord belts hold tread
flat against the road even on turn,
tor eftect.ve traction, long term wear
• Pre--stressed polyester cord and
racial) Ply construction absorb
road shock. cushion Me rrde
•Choose Polysteel for high mileage
wet weather trectiOn Goodyear
and special savIngs r1.0S4
quality
through July 28

PROTECT YOUR
TIRE INVESTMENT
WITH A TREAD-SAVING
ALIGNMENT.

GOODYEAR STEEL FOR
IMPORTS SALE PRICED TOO.

PaulPLANTE0SO DAYS
OR 4.000 MILES.
WHICHEVER COMES
FIRST

• Set front or rear wheel
caster, camber, and toe
on cars with adiustable suspensron
Cheyettes light truCkS. Cars reguiong
MacPherson Strut COrrectrOn extra

PI 514/EDR1 2

No care
merino

Save $29 to $42
Par Set of
4WM Radials
Enjoy wet/dry
traction season after
season year after
year A great choice
for front-wheel ctnve
•
- and now sale
'priced through
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P155/00f113 $44.00
47.60
P165/80R13
0175/801114
49.25
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P1165/1301:115
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P175/704,
113
52.60
P1135/701113
P1155/701,
114
57 16
No trade needed
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Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.
"Business Is Good"

Murray, Ky.
"We Neve

Whet,

(302) 733-0393
Teem - •

•

41 Price"
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ND BEAUTY • tiNt-IF if 'S PHARMACY • UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS • UNCLE JEFFS HOUSEWARE • UNCLE JEFFS HEALTH ANI
Gatorade
Thirst Quencher
LOMOA Lime or
Fruit Punch

Neale OWS10411 • Neato Oretrert•41
Price
"
Good
NWT. 641 11.—MINNIAT, KY.
Thru
laimustiti•s
7 29 84 144,1110

7534375
New

Lost
&moo N. sadly
PSot e• fixedly
As Pihresprod

Nuprin

Pain Relief
Tablets
24 Tablets

Esoterica
Helps Fade And
Prevent Age Spots
Freckles and
Skin DIscolorations
Regular, Facial, Fortified
Scented or Unscented
3 oz. Jar

'
Gee
s Minnow Trap
Galvanized wire, metal reinforced, coneshaped halves, easily joined or taken apart.
Size 17s9". Cone shaped ends. 7" diameter.

SSV-3120 CHILD'S BOATING VEST
WITH SNOOPY GRAPHICS
A colorful finish Aquolontm vest with
Aquafoom*. floation. It's adjustable for
fit and comfort and it features the extra.
security of a leg strap.

STEARNS SNOOPY VES1

Aqua Fres
Toothpaste

Lipton

Super Size
8.2 oz.

Instant Tea
100% Tea
33% More Free
4 oz. Decanter Jar

Coolers & Water Jugs
We Have it All!
Foam and molded coolers in 18 different
ypes and sizes. Water lugs from '2 gallon
to 5 gallons.

Sole $ 1 39

ette
Good News
Disposable
Razors

Rod & Reel Combo With
Zebco 202

Reel

SSV-3120 SNS CHILD'S BOATING VEST
WITH SNOOPY GRAPHICS
A colorful finish Aqualonim vest wtlh
Aqualoam' flotation. It's adiustable for fit
and comfort and it features the extra securiIv of a leg strap

6 Plus 1 Free
Pock of 7 Razors

Gillette
Right Guard

Planters

Deodorant
3 oz. Original Scent
Anti-Perspirant
Scented or Powder Dry
2.5 oz.
Sale Your Choice

Spanish
Peanuts
14, oz. Bonus Can

Propane Fish Cooker
Complete With 2'.Gallon
Heavy Gauge Steel Pot With
Safety Legs, Stainless Steel
Basket, Regulator & Hose,
85,000 B.T.U. Burner

Plochman
'
s
Dijon
Murine
Mustard
With White Wine
201
/
2 oz. Jar

Eye Drops
Regular Clear Formula
0.3 oz.
MurIne Plus
Faster Redness Removal
0.5 oz.
Sale Your Choice

Frosty
Freezer
Paper
Plastic Coated Paper
Size 18"x100'
No. 08150

Jergens
Liquid
Soap
White, Beige,
Blue, Yellow
10.5 oz.

Presto Gran
Poppy Electric
Deep Fryer
okes 6 Generous Servings,
Lift & Drain
Scoop Included

Tinactin
Cream
Kills Athlete's
Foot and
Jock itch Fungi

Reg. $46.00
Style 5363 Only
Made In U.S.A.

Ladies No Nonsense
Fashion Color
Knee-Hi's
And Panty Hose

G.E. Deluxe
Electric
Can Opener
Hands Free Operation

Finesse
Hair Spray
Riegular or Extra Hold
7 oz. Aerosol
7 oz. Non-Aerosol
Sale Your Choice

Mens &

Includes
Oxford
Plaids
And Solids
Short Sleeve Only

Boys

Mirro 12" Saute Pan

St•rile Disinfecting
Solution For
Soft Lenses

Dupont Silverstone Premium
Non-Stick Surface
No. W0788-34

Mens & Boys Camouflage
Tee Shirts
Boys Reg. 116.00

Dress
5%99
Sal. lialr

$797

Made
In
U.S.A.

$699

Head & Shoulders
Shampoo
O.R.guler or
V/Conditioning Form

Graniteware 610. 6149
3-Piece
Sale
Sauce Pan
/
1
2 of., 1 Qt. and $399
Of• Pos

Packaged

Casual
Shirts
Boys Shirts
Only

Mens, Ladies & Childrens
Rubber Thongs
Assorted Colors & Styles

ma
V

'Nct r JEFFS PHARMACY

ATING GOODS • UNCLE JEFFSJNCLE JEFFS PHARMACY • UNCLE JEFFS SPORTINCi GOODS • UN -10

royal palace were looted
of their most valuable
treasures.
All of this humiliation
and suffering was the
result of the pride, arrogance and folly of a
headstrong king who
had an insatiable desire
for conquest.

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles
Their sudden loss of such an encounter,
gainful employment, Jehoash replied in a
along with the loss of the parable which was
possibility of acquiring designed to humiliate
the spoils of war, great. Amaziah. Knowing that,
ly angered these in the event that they
mercenaries. As they engaged in battle,
journeyed homeward, Amaziah would be the
they killed about 3.000 loser. Jehoash adpeople and plundered monished him to content
various towns through himself with his
which they passed.
previous military
Elated and filled with laurels, and remain at
pride after his resoun- home.
ding victory over the
Amaziah ignored that
Edomites, Amaziah good advice, and the two
concluded that he was armies engaged in batInvincible. Puffed up tle at Beth-shemish.
with conceit and arAmaziah's army was
rogance, and thinking subjected to an embarthat he was more than a rassing defeat, he was
match for a Jehoash, taken to Jerusalem as a
Amaziah challenged captive, 600 feet of the
him to "come, let us wall was broken down
look one another in the as evidence that the city
face," meaning to face had been subjugated,
him in battle.
the city was plundered,
Aware of the folly of and the temple and the

Best-selling records of
the week of July 22 based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey were as follows:
1. "When Doves Cry,"
Prince
2. "Dancing In The
Dark," Bruce
Springsteen
3. "Ghostbusters,"
Ray Parker Jr.
4. "The Reflex,"
Duran Duran
5. -Eyes Without A
Face," Billy Idol
6. "Jump," The
Pointer Sisters
7. "Almost Paradise,"
Mike Reno & Ann
Wilson
8. "Infatuation," Rod
Stewart

ACROSS

35 Cook in hot
water
1 Stalks
37 Places
6 Gush out
38 Animals foot
11 HurlS
40 Golf mounds
13 Warming device 42 Paid notices
43 Burrowing
14 Negative prefix
animals
15 Flounders
45 Male sheep
17 Babylonian
46 Cyrpinoid fish
deity
47 Colonized
18 Land measure
49 Sun god
20 Journeys
50 Sufferers from
21 High mountain
Hansen's
22 Go by water
disease
24 Transgress
52 Instructs
25 The sweetsop
54 Catch
26 Streetcar
55 Meat
28 Slew
30 Wife of Geraint
32 Plaything
1 Mixes
33 Parts o play
2 Part of neck

MODEL
UFS212RM
•Trin,..s. motet
•Four fast (notary
interior shelves
•Sok deep door
shelves fincl
Joke CII1 Reck;

Boyfriend's Speed

LONDON (AP)- Actor Derek Bond remains
president of the British
actors' union, after surviving two attempts to
oust him by Equity
members angered over
his plans to perform in
South Africa.
The union's ruling
council on Tuesday
threw out two motions
calling on Bond to
resign.
Bond UI to star in J.B.
PriesUey's "An Inspector Calls" in September
for desegregated audiences In Durban and
Pietermaritzburg.
Many Equity
members have said
Bond's visit violates
union policy, which advises members not to

work In South Africa
because of its system of
apartheid, or racial
segregation.
"I feel very strongly
that it is better to go to
South Africa and condemn apartheid there
rather than in Trafalgar
Square," Bond said.
The union's Centre
Forward group, which
lost control of the council in last month's elections, said it would press
for a special general
union meeting to debate
the issue.
A president of Equity
can be removed only for
neglect of duties, gross
professional misconduct
or violation of union
rules.

DEAR HAVING: If you're
having second thoughts, now Is
the tinig_to air them. Since he's
happy in a job that doesn't pay
much,and you can't see yourself
married to a man who will never
make as much as you, you're
wise to realize that you need
more from•husband materially
than this man can give you.
Also, by the time you graduate
from college, you will be a different person intellectually. He
won't.

DEAR ABBY: I've been a faithful
reader of your column for many
years and now I have a big favor to
ask of you.
Will you please send me a copy of
a letter you printed many years ago?
It was about a wife whose husband
had joined the Masonic lodge and
she kept nagging him, wanting him
to know all the secret goings-on, etc.
You told her to quit nagging him or
she would lose her husband by
degrees. Thank you.
-INDIANA MASON

DEAR MASON: I'm glad that
you wrote because it glees me
an opportunity to tell you and
others who request•copy of a
specific item that unless you are
able to Mnpoint the date the
year and the month), I am unable
to accommodate you. Also, when
requesting a favor, please
include • stamped, self-addressed envelope.

DEAR ABBY I realize that taxes
are the price we pay for living in a
civilized society, but enough Is
enough already I've had this poem
for years. I don't know who wrote it,
but I sure hope you think it's worth
printing
-INDIANA READER
DEAR READER: I do. And
here it is:

DEATH AND TAXES
Tax his cow, tax his goat: tax
his pants, tax his coat.
Tax his crops, tax his work;
tax his tie, tax his shirt.
Tax his chew, tax his smoke;
teach him taxes are no joke.
Tax his tractor, tax his mule;
teach him taxes are the rule.
Tax his oil, tax his gas; tax his
notes, tax his cash.
If he hollers, tax him more;
tax him 'til he's good and sore.
Tax his coffin, tax his grave;
tax the sod in which he lays;
Put these words upon his tomb:
"Taxes drove me to my doom."
After he's gone he can't relax;
they'll still go after inheritance
tax.

(Getting married? Send for
Abby's new, updated, expanded
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely
Wedding." Send your name and
address clearly printed with a
check or money order for $2.50
(this includes postage) to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O.
Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038.)

CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF
CONDITION
(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)
3 Teutonic deity
4 Cut
5 Hit hard
6 Stitches
7 Dance s ep

MENNE
MENNE
MENNEN HEMMEN
NE MEMOS= ME
NEN MENEM NEM
HENN NEM NENE
WENN HEMMEN
NENE HENN
HEMMEN HEM
HENN MEM HENN
HEM HEINEN NEM
NE NIEMEN ME
MENNEN HEMMEN
MENEM
EMMEN

OtCa4viseettow
21.2 cu. ft. Upright Freezer
with Adjustable
Cold
Control

Girl Planning for
Fast Track Questions

MAE ABBY: I an 11 years old,
and for the last four imaadis I've
been easing this guy who is 23. We
really care • lot for each other and
are getting serious. He is very handsome, treats me well and goes to
church regularly. My parents
approve of him and think he would
make a perfect husband. He doesn't
drink or do drugs, and we've never
had an argument.
The problem is his job It doesn't
pay much, but he is happy doing it.
He never graduated from high school
and has no interest in furthering his
education.
I plan to go to college, and the
career I hope to pursue will pay me
many times more than what he
makes. Abby, I can't see myself
married to a man who makes less
than I do. My family isn't rich, but
we could always afford what we
wanted. I couldn't handle pinching
pennies.
Am I making a big deal out of
nothing? Sign me ...
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS

8 Guido's low
note
9 Walked
unsteadily
10 Snares
12 Wild plum
13 Shocking
16 Skulk
19 Leads
21 Studio
25 Apportldn
27 Sixty secs
29 Tennis stroke
31 Railroad
stations
33 Unforeseen
34 Seasoning
36 Becomes aware
of
37 Buckets
39 Part of shoe
41 Shatter
43 Simple
44 Slave
47 Weight of India
48 Pigeon pea
51 Parent. colloq.
53 That is abbr

CITY

COUNTY

STATE

Murray
STATE BANK NO.

Calloway
FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO.

Kentucky
CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE

ZIP CODE
4207 1

669
8
June 29, 1984
ASSETS
mil.
Thou.
1. Cash and due from depository instituti
ons . . . . .
5 087
2. U.S. Treasury securities ...
.......
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government
id. 2L1
agencies and corporations .
.
4. Obligations of States and political
NOW
subdivisions in the United States
5. All other securities .....
14 706
. .
6. Federal funds sold and securities purchas
NOCE
ed under agreements to resell
3 700
7. a. Loans. Total (excluding unearned
income)
42 163 / 4/0
b. Less: allowance for possible loan losses
454
c. Loans, Net . .
.
41 709
8. Lease financing receivables . .
NONE
9. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other
assets representing bank premises
. .
1 134
10. Real estate owned other than bank premises
.............. •
46
11. a. Intangible assets
NO e
11. b. All other assets
2 454
12. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 11)
113 077
LIABILITIES
N
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporat
ions .
19 433
14. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partners
hips, and corporations)
72 SIN ,
15. Deposits of United States Government . ...
.....
.
. . . . .
173
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions in
the United States . . . .
8 498
17. All other deposits ...... . . . . .
301
18. Certified and officers' checks
981
19. Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 18) .........
.....
101 905
a. Total demand deposits
25 545 NX
X
b. Total time and savings deposits ........
....
7. 360
20. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurch
ase .
NOWE
21. Interest-bearing demand notes (note balances) issued to the US Treasury
and
other liabilities for borrowed money
389
22. Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases
NOtIE
23. All other liabilities
1 172
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures)
(sum of items 19 thru 23)
103 466
25. Subordinated notes and debentures . .
•
108
EQUITY CAPITAL
•
',
\
26. Preferred stock
. .
a. No shares outstanding
3,000
(par value)
300
27. Common Stock
....... .
16.000
a. No. shares authorized
b. No. shares outstanding
13.000
(par value)
325
28. Surplus .
5 000
29. Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital
reserves •
3 878
30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29) '
9 503 .j
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 24. 25 and
30)
113 077
MEMORANDA
N
1. Amounts outstanding as of report date
‘
a Standby letters of credit, total
10
b. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000 or more
9 658
c. Other time deposits in amounts of $100,000 or more .
.
NONE
2. Average for 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending with report date
a. Total deposits (corresponds to item 19 above) •
•
101 642
siost This report must be signed by ea *unwind officer(s) and attested by not less than thre,. directors
other Mos the officer(i) signing the report

4r 4

IPIN, the undersigned officer(s) do hereby &chore that this Report of Condition (including the supporting
scTridutes) is true to the best of ray knowledge and belief
AREA CODE-TELEPHONE NO
DATE SIGNED
-

SIGNATURE OF OFFICER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT
' Max H. Brandon, Vice President/Ca
shier

502-753-3231

NAME AND TITLE OF OFFICER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT

STEELE &
ALLBRITTEN
Your
•
Kelvinator Dealer
209 S. 3rd
733-3341

7-20-84

We, the undersigned directors. attest the correctness of this Report
ot
Condition (including the supporting schedules) and declare
that it has
been examined by us sod to the blot of our knowledge and
belief has been
_prepared In conformance with the instructions and is true and con
I
SIGNICreW OF
errOft.

t
State of
Kantuc.k.1. .
Sworn to and sniecribed before nu this
and I hereby certify they? arma_t_et sifter
kty commission expires
q-' 11

2,Qt
director nf
. 19

Do you have:
A Weight Problem'
Diabetes'
High Blood Pressure'
A $SS Shortage'
We have an answer'
Call 753-7863 bet,
ween 1 p.m and 6
p.m.

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry wit be in our
showroom from
630-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick

1975 Ford Ranger
F- 100 4x4 Power
Steering,
Powisr
Brakes. Air Conditioning, New Paint.
New Rebuitt Engine,
W)20,000 Actual
Mies Excellent Con
dition and Respec
table Price Can Be
Seen At 1400 Vine
St Call 753-4783
after 5 p m. ask for
David
DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2E17

CLASS Work Replace
or Repartly or clean
glass windows for the
home or business Auto
glass plate glass wind o w glass and
plexiglass storm windows. storm doors,
patio door glass and
screen replacement
work. Also mirror glass
shelves and table tope
plus store fixtures made
to spec. MAO Glass Co.,
Dixieland Center, 7530180.

FOR SALE
65 Chevrolet,
short
narrow
.truck bed, good
condition.

Call 759-1405

FOR SALE
PROPANE
GAS-TANKS
250-500-1,000 Gal.

CALL COLLECT
(502) 354-8011

LAKE REGION
LP. GAS
.
PIRATES COVE
'RI. 1 HARDIN, KY.

FOR SALE
Vinyl Matching
Couch & Chair
$100.00 Call
753-8035.

NEED a RUM vacation
close to home Try
Lakeview Cottages 502
436-58111

RAMSEY
DISCOUNT
SHOES
Across From
Dialelnd Center
Red Dot Sale
Ladies Shoes
/
1 2 Price
All Others

753-3120

nEAGLt

male. !oaf
Saturday morning in
Murray. Mostly black
with brown and white
marking Call 753-4083
after 530p.m.

Reward
for the return of or in
formation leading to
the return of a black
labrador
retriever
approx, 4 years old
Answers to the
name Arnold Disap
peered from Coldwater on Saturday.
July 21, 1984 Call
4.89-2667

OUND small grey
striped kitten with
brown collar. Found on
William St. 753-1617 or
•
NEED A LOGO?: 753-2080.
LOST
silver soft suit•A new design for
case. Hwy. 94 West, Fri.
:your
business. Reward for
return of
.card, store. sta-. clothes and shoes. Call
* tionary, ect' In- * 753-0477
7„gividualized car
•tooning
and.
ATTENTION Ladies
:drawings
Done: Now hiring de.at a reasonable. monostrators to sell
House of Loyd Toys and
*rate.
•
Gifts. Free $300 kit. No
: Call 759-9567: collecting, delivering
or
cash investment. Call
•after 4 p.m.
7533893 after 4p.m.

714E EiEALMFUL
BIJT FEARLESS CEEPSEA DIVF-R IN SEARCH
CF SUNKEN TREASURE

GOVT surplus Cars
and Trucks under $100
Now available in your
area Cell 1.(619)4690341. 341w.,
LOCAL PhysLan needs
mature receptionist.
with previous office
experience Insurance
billing, tight bookkeeping and pleasant telephone manners re
quired Salary according to experience Send
resume to P0 Box 270,
Murray, Ky
2,1'0 E MAKIN
books Up to $760 next
weekend guaranteed!
Send for Free Information. Pender Publishing
Company "Dept." A
Box 54, New Concord,
Ky 42076.
OCE S MA 1..7 $78
per hundred! No ex.
perience. Part or full
time. Start immediately. Detalls-send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41,
Box 9014. Stuart, FL
33495.
WANTED lady to stay
with or live in with eldrly
lady. Phone 753-5854 or
7k0-4529

WANTED Housekeeper WANTED Liood used COUCH $45 Dresser,
OAK Firewood. FURNISHED apt S110
2-3 days per week Must Aluminum Extension $25 Youth bed. $1.25
$35/rick delivered 753- month, $110 deposit No
be efficient, reliable, Ladder. 34 feet long. Electric range, $300
0211
dogs or cats. 753 5292
and have several re• Call 7534:160
Drop leaf table with 6 PANELING, Paneling,
DNE and TWO BR apt
ferences. Some WANTED to buy Har- chairs, $126. 753-5292
Paneling. Lots of colors near downtown Murray
babysittIng. Send name. dwood timber. Call lilfslittr
table with
to choose from. $4 65 753 4109, 762 6630, 436
address, phone number, 7153-0666.
chairs, excellent condi- and up
Mid -South 24116
salary requirements WILL
buy used furni- tion, $75. Living room Wholesale Building
and days available to ture and
TAKING applications
wingback chair, $45
appliances
Supply.
342 E
P 0. Box 1040F. Call 474-Mall
for section 5. Rent
753-6125 aziyUme
or 4742716
Washington. Pails, Tn., Subsidized apt.
Murray
1, 2 or 3
WOULD Like to buy kA11IO couch and 901-642-2682
good used 30 inch chair, end table and RAILROAD Ties, $3 06 BR. Apply Hilldale
9. Situation Wanted
electric range. C•ii coffee table, dining and up Call 7522905 or Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
7523242 after 5-30p m
room, table and four 435-4343 or 435-4319.
Opportunity
chairs Call 753-6731
experienced. You name
after 4p m
it Call Farmington
1142 MI trader Tor
345-2024 collect.
&RI En't. all e ec c
/1R. all eleclric,
FIr7r1E117714-7713 rent or sale Must sell
78 model, like new
unfurnished home, exRoofer Free estimates Slide in camper. 14 ft,
Work 753.3321 or Home tra nice. $225/month
Jon Boat. 20 h.p. MerCall 763-0222,
759-4080 after 5:30
depth finder,
rent, $150 security deXPLHIENCED cury
19. Farm Equipment
12x52, 2 BR, a c , posit
References
teacher will tutor trolling motor 752-8580.
referred. Call 753-9629.
14 PRICE Bale. Food USED
students. 762-7751,
g7Tri
or pipe washer, dryer, underpinning, service pole
BR house, stove,
T WOULD like to take Dehydenators. Harvest and equipment. 4"5-6" Can
be left at location If refrigerator, discare of sick or elder Maid brand. 4 model, to pipe with rlsers and
desired. 437-4469 or hwasher, carpet, no
person five days a choose from. While sprinklers Used center
437-4449
after 4 .m.
pets. 219 South 13th Si,
week. $703 per month. supply lasts. Wallin pivots, hose tows,
14x56 $250 per month..
Hardware, Paris, To
travelers. Also 6"810" 1976 DETRO
Call
rt 527-3(
an time
2 BR, underpinning, 753-4862.
415"
WESTERN
gated
pipe.
deliver.
We
spun
babysit, my home
front and rear deck, I OR 4 house and 2
or yours. Monday aluminum wheels. 110 BRANNAN IRRIGA•
electric pole, central duplex, Murray. 492.
through Sat. ? tit AMP 6,000 BTU air TION, 2204 Fair. Poplar
heat and air. 753-5906 or 8225.
6.30p.m. Have trans- conditioner. 275, 10 key Bluff, Mo. 83901. 314-686753-1506.
4 ROOM house. 2 miles
portation and re- Victor manual adding 2066 nights 314-248-2448
days. Ask for Mike 1977 SCF1ULTZ, 14 x70, f west of Murray. Lease,
machine, $20. 753-0315.
ferences. 750-1562.
bedroom bath and 1/2, deposit required.
No
YOUNG grandma wM 7 H.P. Riding Lawn Brannan.
lots of extras. Call 753- children,
Married
babyslt anytime $1 per mower. 32" cut, good
0846 after 3 PM.
condition.
$275.
750-1933.
couples
preferred.
153hour. 436-2903.
DELUXE 15 Cu, ft. WINCFrESTER. Isod 1980 LIBERTY 14x52 1299
chest type freezet, al- XTR, 12 guage, full front kitchen, fur rOR
Rent or For Sale. I
nished, washer and
AN E7eTRA 'INCOME most new. $250. Call choke, vent rib, new Shot dryer, underpinnin
BR house located at
g,
4 times $300. Call
Panorama
THAT KEEPS PACE 759-4667.
Shores. Lot
air condition. Call 753753-7804.
size 90x150. Owner
WITH YOU. Set your G.E. Refrigerator, $100.
14 Immediate
8826 or 763-4443.
759-9891
for
more
moving out of state. For
hours. Set your goals
Openings
information
more information call
Achieve exciting re
Local factory Branch of
suits. For more about MUST SELL IT. 2
438-2742.
2 OR 9 BR furnished.
the Shaklee Opportun- chairs, 15. 2 bed box
STW 2 story. 4 BR
National Company has
carpeted, new furniity, call J.K. Ashby spring, $6 or $4. Super 8 RAMMOND Organ,
house, 3,200 sq. ft., all
ture,
14 full time openings.
air conditioned,
automati
movie
c
100, full pedal, external,
Enterprises 753-6699
appliances, central heat
camera with film and Leslie speaker system. natural gas. Shady and air. $460 plus deWork and learn in all the
battery, $145. Some Suitable for small Oaks. 7533209.
posit, Call 753-1282 or
following areas
canning jars, $3.50 a church Call 759-1047 or I BR trailer for rent 733.8374 nights.
'Product
Call 753-5242 or 354-8796.
box. Much, Much More. 753-8062.
NICE house with 6
See Mr. Cathey at L1TDWIG 5 pc. drum set R2CE 2 BR trailer, near furnished BR,
Merchandising
one block
Druthers on Wednesday Zlldjian H.H. crash and Murray, no pets Call from MSU.
Washer,
'Consumer Financing
10a.m. to Ila.m. or call ride cymbols. Must sell 490-2611.
dryer,
central
heat.
R gale or trade. 26 on Saturday 11:30a.m.
'Customer Relations
TRITERTr1m)rv
--it.-n; Also apartments with 1
Ft. Cabin Cruiser, in- to 1200p.m only 753- 0500. 753-8056
'Stock and rnventory
PIANOS and organs, Brandon Dill, Dill's or 2 BR. Call day.
board. 753-9992 after 6218.
used and new. Your Trailer Ct.
753-1306. NIght, 753-0806.
Control.
5p.m.
O. 2 Shingles-617.98 complete music store.
IWO BR rick, range,
No
experience
sq.: 15 lb. felt-$8.00) '4" LONARDO PIANO CO,
refrigerator, air cond..
CD plywood-$6.50. Mid- next to J.C. Penneys,
necessary. Complete
large lot, 8 miles S.E. of
ANTIQUES: South Wholesale Build- Paris, Tenn. Specials on
Murray. Married
and thorough Company
oldDOLLS, ing Supply. 342 East used organs.
couples only. Ref. and
Mini
JEWELRY, CLOCKS, Washington St., Paris,
training. Realistic °won
deposit.
Call 492-8594.
vintage CLOTHING To: 901442-2552.
Warehouse
tunity with sound future.
(prior 1940). 753-5086,
tIlJiNG Snapper lawn
Storage
Space
Average $7 to $10 per
Ext. 111 Dorothy.
mower and metal wa- CONCRETE Mix 80
QUALITY BuUf 10 speed gon. $350. Days 753-8772. lb..$1.85; Mortar Mix
hour to start. Prefer 20
For Rent
bicycle.
Good
or
better
Evenings 753-5430.
$2.66. Just add water!
years or older. For Inter753-1492
4 Car Cleanup or
condition, under $100. SMALL 110 volt air Mid-South Wholesale
view call 443-9100.
Body Shop. 404 North
Call 753-7231 after 12 noon conditioner approx. 8, Building Supply; 342
th. Office, bathroom,
or after 1:30 on Sunday.
000 BTU. Good working East Washington St.,
air compressor and
condition. Price $125. Paris To. 901-642-2552.
Call 7621966 after 5 .m.
r/BERGLASS panels, 1 AND 2 BR apts.
gas heat. S37
Lease
SNAP On "Mechanic Your choice- white or and deposit required.
53-3018 after 7 p.m.
Tools, large boxes, top green. 8'.$4.75; 10'- Adults only. No pets.
25.85; 12'. $6.95. Mid- 753.9208.
and bottom. 1-247-5664.
4 CAR Cleanup or body
TABLE and 3 high back South Wholesale Build- 1 BR lakefront apt. in shop. 404 North 4th
chairs. Early American ing Supply; 342 E. Panarama Shores. Ap- Office, bathroom, air
style, Excellent ,condi- Washington, Parts, Tn. pltalwas
compressor. and oas
tion: r5exter,
43,- 9131-847-2(52.
children or pets. Ie.* NMI $375. 753-3018 after
4548.
RAND split cedar deposit required. Calf 7P111shingles 035 per square. 436-2484.
WO siding cedar channel 2 BR apt.. 114 bath
rustic $28 per 100. 2x4 appliances furnished, AQHA Gelding • Bay Office Furniture
ceder $26 per 100. air conditioned, English or Western,
New shipment from
Kaahway Building fireplace, fully car- excellent disposition
New York
Materials. Hwy 641, peted. Deposit required. and manners. Will show
Partial List. Wood ChipNorth Benton Ky. Now available. $185 or pleasure. Moving.
pendale desk Credenza
527-1487
Must sell. 354-6778.
month. Call 436-2758
end phone stand. Very
LARGE, Large, Large
BR apt. 9 miles from TOP Pedigree Her large selection of metal
selections of storage town. No children. No fords. See young mama,
desk. chairs, files,
buildings in stock for
Pets- $200. Call 753-8848 papa and baby. Oury
tables, bookcases, eximmediate delivery. before 9p.m.
Lovins Farm, 121 South.
•
cellent quality and
ACREE PORTABLE 2 BR
apt., eat-in kit- New Concord, Ky. 436condition.
BUILDINGS, Mayfield, chen,
=4.
living room, bath
K 247-7831.
CRYTS USED
laundry room. Good WESTERN leather
Roofing an
OFFICE FURNITURE
location. Available saddle. Used very little.
Siding -- Galvanized
August 16th. Excellent condition.
1016 Jefferson
$33.00 per square. $200/month plus de. 750-9948 after 4p m.
Paducah 442-4302
Painted $43.00 per posit. 753-4593.
square. Full 38" cover- I BR
furnished apt
TEXTURED hardboard age. Some 5V
metal at near University. 753- AKC Basset
Hound
siding, 4'x8'.$8.95; $25.95 per square.
Circle
3134.
puppies Also AKC
4'x9'.$9.95. While supply "0" Farm Center
RM. furnished apt Beagle puppies
lasts. Mid South Mari on ,
N0,0121E, GARFIELD ISN'T DEAD.
Ky. prefer man or
couple. 489.2599.
Wholesale Building 502-965-3176. Free DewE'S Jugi A HARD-CORE
$50 security deposit. AKC Doberman pupSupply; 3/2 East livery 25 Squares and
SLEEPER
$175 month. Gas heat, pies. Red - Black - Blue.
Washington St., Paris, up.
furnished. Call 753-5263 Born June 18th Good
In. 901-642-2352
MURRAY Satellite
or 753-4723.
bloodline. 437-4478.
Sales. Come by and
AKC Doberman. /Mote
check out our equip- COMPLETELY re
and
wormed, tail clipISA SETT rdrawer ment. Prices start at decorated 3 bedroom un
dresser with mirror and $1,650 and up. All furnished apartment. ped $75 Call after
.m.
615-232-8467.
matching nite stand, equipment guaranteed. Will rent to up to 3 people
C Registered Boston
$325 Want to buy Office Firs Mon.-Fri
or family, no pets No 240
Terrier puppies. 6
luggage bubble for top 12-7, Sat. 9.3. 1114 month. Call 753-7276,
weeks old. 753-7438.
of a car 753-1649.
Poplar, 753-9263.
apts. 1 or
2 BR. Also efficiency DOG Obedience, air
apts. Zimmerman condition room, day and
Apts., S. 16th. 753-6609.
evening. no Jerking
BR apt. furnished. 7th training, humane and
affection,
home or
near Olive,
S240/month. Includes show. Mary Adelman
436-2858
gas heat and water
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Freshly painted. Call LORIE Parrott, red,
328-8234 nights or Betty heart back, beautiful and
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
unusual 436-2147
at 783-9476 dayS.
.
_

rrtrigrairrrnryrs

nTJYING

rURNISHED

BEETLE BAILEY
ARE YOU SURE HE
slOTJUGT GOOFI4Er
OgF, DOCTOR?

COME LOOK
YOURSELF

Bar NOW DO
srfOU Kr4OW
HE'S
GOOFING OFF
UNDERNEATH
ALL THAT?

war

MURRAY SATELLITE
SALES
Sale 71
/
2 ft. Fiberglass Dish,60
degree LNA with Visa 500
Receiver. Installed for only
$1,325
Mon.-Fri. 12-7
Sat. 9-3
753-9263

Murray
Eagles 4071
Free Fish
Supper
Sunday Evening
Members &
Guests Only

1890's
Ice Cream Parlor
$2.50
2 pc. Chicken Dinner
Small Drink, Ice Cream Cone
753-3604
Dixieland Center on Chestnut
Hrs. 10-10 Mon.-Sat. 2-9 Sun.

Murray
Eagles 4071
Dance
Friday &
Saturday
Bond: Country Feeling
Members 8.
Guests Only

THE

I. BRAY LEDGER A TIKES
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Pets-Supplles

36

BABY Love Birds
Summer Special One
pair 05.115 or one for
$22.50. Paradise Ken
nela, 753-4104
40

Produce

FOR SALE
Plums - Four
Different
Varieties Including Ozark
Premier Plus
Some Apples.
Call
Floyd
McKenzie
753-4725
PEACHES
436407.

212 Bushel

SWEET
CORN
Or
White
yellow. We are
taking orders
for corn.
Bob Kemp Jr.

435-4343
435-4319

40. Produce
iktad Haven
Copeland Orchard. You
1/2
pick $30 bushel
miles West of Mayfield on
old Dublin road Call 6236312
SILvisa Queen White
Sweet Com $1 26 dos
492-82030
41

Public Sales

Moving Sale
July 27 & 28
7-5
Rain or Shine
1708 Farmer
Ave.
Antique bed, range
hood, play pen,
toys,
lawn
spreader, weed
eater.
Wall to Wall Yard Sale
Hendons
MiniStorage, south of
Bunny Bread.

Carport Sale

YARD SALE

728 Fairlane
Drive
Sat., July 28th
8-4

Wed thru Sat.
Everyday til dark
1315 Olive Blvd.
One block from
University

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 339.50
Opened
Today
343 50
4.00
Up

Public Sales

7 FAMILY
YARD SALE
Sat., July 29
8-7
121 North to Stella
Turn right on Hwy 299
(Kirsk•y Hwy I 214
miss watch for signs
Children end adult
clothes, household
items, Queen size mattress and box swings,
1977 Suzuki 750

YARD SALE
Sat. 8-1
522 S. 6th
Swing
set,
range hood,
child's bike,
baby
items,
TV., helmets,
lots more.

Sat • July 28. B a.m.
Proceeds of ifw Tailor
Shop fire
Smoke
damaged items 300
blue jesna, sewing
machines,
cash
register, tables, chairs.
minors and sewing notions. Everything must
be sold

41. Public Sales

Clothes (summer
and winter), antique record player,
motorcycle. Lots
of goodies cheap!

41

Large assortment
including
children's clothes
household
&
items

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
7.26
Opened
Today
7.25
Down
.01

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA

HOW', 10 8 Doily 12 5 SotIcf-,,,

41

Public Sales

Gigantic
- Moving Sale
1620 Miller
Frt. & Sat. 7-6
Refrigerator, at conditioner,
couch,
cheer, chest deems
beds, table, stove.
Items too numerous
to mention Don't
miss it

YARD SALE
CRAFT SALE
Fri. & Sat.
9:00
;
8:00
Hwy. 464
in Old Almo
Clothing, tools, toys,
rabbit,
hamster
antiques,
cages.
dehumidifier, misc.,
soh soft sculptured
dolls, afgan.

Garage Sale
1413
Dudley Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
July 27 & 28
Clothes,
Pella
Doors, electric
fans,
bedroom
suite, Sears ac/dc
welder. Something
for everyone.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri.-Sat.
7 a.m. until ?
Go 21
/
4 mi. out 94 E
turn right on 280 go
about 1 mi. turn left off
280 3rd trailer on right.
Alsolsave 1973 Cadilac
for sale You will see
signs.

For all your spraying needs In row crops
or In tobacco. Also complete Irrigation
system & suppllas for large or small lobs.
Phone: Hints"' Farm &avian 753-4095
Day or Night

AUCTION SALE
Sat., July 28th. 10 a.m. Rain or Shine
205 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky. This is the final
day of the liquidation auction of the late
Sam Calhoun Plumbing and Electrical
Shop.
One big building full of parts, fittings, supplies
and fixtures. Lots of shelves, parts. bin racks,
piles of pumps, motors, trailer truck load of
scrap iron, copper, brass and aluminum. 10 or
12 rough riding ITIOwers, lots of used push
mowers, big stack of used batteries. Also
some new consignment items Hydrolic lift
work bench, gasoline powered earth compactor, pipe, vice. 100 or more wood pasts. metal
work bench frames, also with reserve a display
case with 100 or more unused Case collector
knives, also a display board wit the same
number of knives, scissors, knife sharpeners
and Case collector hems. These will sell in two
complete lots. These two items carry a market
value of several thousand dollars. Everything
except the knives goes regardless of bid.
For information call

Otto Chesters Auction Service
435-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky

Kees' for Salle
46 Aut• Services
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
"
f
53 "'"G" Oftl
BR Brick home fo
1964 7CIPPLIT for 14 ton
dining room and living pickup truck, blue
and
ATLAS Construction TREEWORK, complete
room. 2 baths. den kit white, 3160 756-14136
Aleilniame ewe Vinyl
or
and Roof Coating. removal, topping or
chart. double car garage, 707273
siding end Alinaleine
Trimming
Commercial,
Es ,
central heat and air.
R
Schafer all ileums. it
sid•nt lel, Mobile peritincito Reasonable
woodburning stove, as- hOOD E•conditIoned
steps painting.
Homes.
750-1219
rates 753-0211
sumable loan Located 3 Auto Batteries,
Jock Glow*,
blocks from University on guaranteed' $18 dix•
JOINER'S Tree Service. Wk IAStREurW
dead end street Priced to cheap. Call Th3-Sfl1.
753-1673
30 years experience. Also make wet itikemtnts
sell In mid 3110's Call IMPOWI' Auto
bucket truck tor hire Call dry. Work completely
vage
70406 after 59 ni
New and used parts
guaranteed Call .or
753-0366.
APPLIANCE SER
474-n36
work on your write Morgan ConNEED
VICE. Kenmore,
struction Co'. Rt. 2, Box
Westinghouse. trees? Topping, prun4 BR house, 2 4 9 . Used Cars
I09A, Paducah, Ky.
Whirlpool 21 years ing, shaping, complete
baths, carport,
removal and more. Call 42001 or cell 1442-7026
1970 MG, good car. experience Parts and
price right. 1113-1112-460,
2100 sq. ft., 3
service. Bobby Hopper, BOYER'S TREE WE offer roofing, siding, painting, plumbing,
SERVICE for Pro
acres, orchard, 1972 PEINTFAC Cata- Bob's Appliance Ser- fessional tree care patios, additions Fr.
lina, p.s.. p.b , cruise, vice, 202 S 5th St.
estimates. PA Molony
outbuildings Must
air, good shape, IMO. 753-4672, 7 5 3 8016 753-0338.
job specialist, CO., 7534626.
Will trade for St/C. (hornet.
sell. 849,000. 5
WILL haul white rock,
ceiling
electrical,
fans,
Call
71111-4630
after
V
APPLIANCE repair
minutes from Mur1974 FORD LTD Wagon. work all brands. plumbing, fencing. You Sand, lime, rip rap and
ray near Almo
masonary
sand, coal,
You
I
name
do It.
it,
$900. 190 Ford Pickup, Specialize in reopen.
Heights
$800. Call 753-9151112.
Call 753-5341 or 154-6956. buy, I Install. You dirt, gravel, fill sand
break. I fix. Call 436- Call Roger Hudson,
1975 MONTE Carlo, Ear? Levet.
753-1934
or
753-00 or 753-670
290.
good engine, excellent
753-1861 after 7
transportation, new
Irrigetion-Resiciontiol
p.m
tires, clean inside,
BAILEY'S FARM
CAMPBELL WELL
needs body work $800.
LUMBER
DRILLING
354-8778.
McA•euia. Tn
3 BR house with base- 1976 FORD Pinto, reFor all your
Cal
Collect
ment on corner lot in built engine. AM-FM
out building needs
901 352 3671 or
town Good location cassette. Can be seen at
759-1099
901,352-5704
close to park, 114 bath, 1006 Caller Farm Rd.
Corner
of Industrial Rd
Free Estimates
gas heat. Make offer 1976
recently
Alvesinum Service Co.
possible owner fizusnc• overhauled $800 firm.
Aluminum and vinyl
trig Phone 763-2798 or 474-8091.
•P
,
110
•
•
ee•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
••
•
'Mine. Custom trim
753-0180.
1278 PONTTAC Ventura,
•
work. References.
local car. low mileage,
•
•
Call Will 3d Malley,
small V-8, 3 speed in
By Owner.
•
floor, air, p.a., p.b.,
733-0669.
CUSTOM
KITCHEN
CABINETS
•
•
Two-story home
hatchback. 51,496 1803
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•
•
College Farm Rd.
on /
1
2 half acre
BLOCK Building,
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
•
1978 BUICK- Regal, eh, basements, garages, •
corner lot.
AM-FM cassette, body footing, floors, drive. • SOLID wir000 CABINETS C RAISED PANEL DOORS
lurch • Oak • VIMAK • Clmovy
excellent, recital brown ways. Also brick wort, •
Cypress
fence
•
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
with ivory trzia2-4064.
large or small jobs. 24 •KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VAMITIES
encloses
1978 EL C
0, per- years experience. 75.'- •CUSTOM BUILT FUMMITURE a
backyard, 3 BR, 2
PUBISTURE REMPIMMING
fect mechanical and 5476.
coreerrmva micas
physical condition. 1803 CUSTOM Bushhogging. •
baths,
gas
• a.m. ay•4m)
753-5940
College Farm Rd.
Dbaploy
•
474-9391.
fireplace,

aDD

150 you have dead Or

woodstove, 2 car
garage, $57,000.

1982

Pontiac,
Firebird Trans AM,
Looks and runs
great. New Motor.
68,900
Phone
1-354-801 1

759-9858.

FOR

Moving Sale
306 Broach
Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-3
14 ft. Jon Boat
motor/trailer, garden
tiller (best offer),
other hems such as
antiques, collectibles, household
items, clothes, etc.

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
11
/
2 miles south
of Murray,641.
7-5
Fri. & Sat.
Clothes,
household furniture, misc.

43

Real Estate

177
"
73211
:=7,7S7
pay $40,000 for a vacation
home you use a week or
two a year? Now, $3,500 to
aims very plush one, 2
bedroom, completely
furnished, easy terms.
Marina, golf, airport
nearby, tennis, fish or
just relax at Vacation
Club International, Hwy
68 at Barkley bridge. Call
Jean Wilson 502-924-5479.
LAKE BARKLEY
REALTY. You get a feeling of owning a condo
worldwide with your
exchange permit.
STROUT
REALTY
Lou Ant Strum 753-6843
Wayne Wiens 753-6088
Jo. L. Kennon 436-15676
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
1502) 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed•Bonded

Sale by owner 1
BR house, 4th Street
Extended. Approximately 3 acres.
City water. Electric
heat. $21,500 will consider half down, rest
financed 5 yrs. 10
percent interest. Write
Lavdermilk, 905 South
Brittian, Shelbyville,
TN. 37160.
FOR Sale by owner /
houses 3 acres for sale
or. 1 house 2 acres for
sale 3 miles East of
Murray in East School
Out. Has city water on
land. For appointment
call 753-2669.
NEW 3 BR, 2 bath home
nearing completion
Buy now and pick your
carpet color. Also large
lot in Canterbury Subd.
753-3903 after Mi.m.
NEW CONCORD-3 BR
HOUSE-5 ACRES. Excellent condition, all
appliances, garage,
workshop, shed, fruit
trees, berries. Must
sell. 436-2181.
SMALL house on approximately 1 acre.
Also a 2 BR trailer
759-1044.

Lots for Sale
Motorcycles
2 ACRES of land 16 47
miles East of Murray. 1960 PAN-HEAD, com
One acre cleared, one pletely rebuilt. Call
acre wooded. Ready to 474-2325.
build on. 94,500. Call 1974 HONDA 360 CL,
759-1223 after 5p.m.
excellent condition, 4,
AURORA one to 10 acres 203 miles, tarring and
wooded Kentucky Lake extras, senior citizen
area, from $3,596, nothing ridden only, always
down,from 09 month, for garaged. $696. Call 438home, mobile home, free 7763.
information phone Mr. 1976 YAMAHA 8113, $250.
Shell 1-800-521-4996.
1980 Extra nice 175
Computer,
LARGE lot in Can- Yamaha. $45 O. 1980
clothes,
and dlelight Estate Sub- Extra
Nice 1.0 0
division near Almo
Yamaha, $350. 2 seater
much more.
Road frontage on two gocart, '$550. 3-Wheeler
sides. Well and septic or motorcycle trailer,
tank. 753-4811.
$875 Firm. Call 753-0115.
1977 ATC 90, excellent
45. Farms for Sale
condition. Call 753-1206.
Fri. & Sat.
ACRS, 30 acres In 1980 KAWASAKI RZ440,
July 27 & 28
crops with i
acres extra low mileage. Must
8 am-3 pm
tobacco, Cherry Carrier sell. 762-4783.
area. P.O. Box 8080, 1980 YAMAHA 656
(No early sales)
Nashville, TN. 37201 or Special, excellent con
1617 Cardinal Dr.
815-228-3787.
dition. Must sell. $850 or
(Just off 16th St.)
best offer. 753-0457
46. Homes for Sale
Lot of furniture,
1980 YAMAHA 650
clothes, gas, cook
DANK of Murray and Maxim, black, Iota of
PrriFIA repassed houses extras, real sharp. 3,500
stove, toys and odds
Murray Calloway miles. Call 753-0156
& ends Don't miss
County Realty, 304 after 6 p.m. or 753-5273
this one.
North 12th St. 753-8146 days. Ask for Ron.
1983 HONDA V-65.
or Ron Talent 755-9894
Magna. $2,400. Call
7534939.
1983 YAMAHA 175 3Wheeler, excellent
condition
with rack.
Reasonable rates, free pick-up and delivery 1750. 753-3648
after
In Murray.
5:30p.m.
104
200
5
3-W5seeler,
Thru July and Aug., receive a free flea dip
91,060. 4374261
44.

Custom Farm Spraying
& Irrigation Systems
Hughes Farm Services
Murray, Ky.

46

MOVING
SALE

Sat.
108 B
Williams Ave
8 a.m.-?

YARD SALE

ALL BREED DOG GROOMING

with each complete grooming, by mentioning this ad.
Also boarding for dogs and eats.

HIDDEN VALLEY KENNELS
Kirksey
Ph. 489-2856 or 489-2377

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, July 28, 1984. 1:30 p.m., Rain or shine,
at the late Gladys Mitchell home, 102 N. 18th St.
Murray.
like new 2 piece living room suite, Zenith color TV, Maple end
tables, coffee table, lamps, mople rocking chair, Speed Queen washer
and dryer, Sears frost free refrigerator, nice dining table ond 6 chairs,
matching china cabinet, twin maple beds, maple dresser, cedar chest,
small china cabinet, Wizard deep freeze, lawn mower, cookware, hand
tools, pressure cooker, nice 2 piece bedroom suite, 1974 Chevrolet impala with 61,800 actual miles; One oyvnek,ontiques, table, quilts, oil lamps, •
wicker basket, glassWare, set of chino. lots more items too numerous to
mentton.
Auctioneers Nate: Folks this auction Is the nicest, cleanest election
I Peeve ever hied. Meaty of Oviedo. Net responsible for occident'.

Administrator: Darrell Mitchell
Auctioneer: Terry Shoemaker
753-0269 or 753-9324

1978 PONTIAC Phoenix
2 door, hard top, p.a.,
p.b., and air. 112,xxx
miles, reasonable offer.
Can be seen at 530
Broad St. or call 7535672.
1979 BLACK on Black
Trans Am, lots of
extras. 753-6344.
1979 BUICK LeSabre, 4
dr., loaded, excellent
condition, new tires.
753-8452 after 5p.m.
1079 HONDA Civic,
37,003 miles. Call 753301. After 5, 763-4818.
DUNE Buggy, good
condition, 3850. 18,000
BTU 110 volt air conditioner. 753-2900 or
70-5702 after 5p.m.
FIBERGLASS Buggy,
AM-FM stereo. 8 track,
less than 3,000 miles
since rebuilt. Built for
highway use, very
sharp. 474-2325.

LoW mileage, clean
1969 Pinto Wagon.
automatic, p.s., p.b.,
runs good. $1,496. Call
4894792.

50. Used Trucks
969 FORD F10
Pickup, 6 cylinder,
standard transmission,
82,000, good condition,
best offer. Call 753-6278.
1971 FORD Pickup, V-S
automatic, needs engine work. $650.
733-0115.
1973 CHEVROLET
Cheyenne, V-8 automatic, p.s., p.b.,
$1,8150. See at 1104 S.
16th, Murray.
1976 JEEP,CJ-5, metallic
blue, white wheels, full
roll cage, rag top, good
condition. Call 753-7797 or
436-2299.
1978 FORD Courier
XLT, automatic transmission, with deluxe
topper, like new. Phone
753-0114.
1990 FORD rico, very
low miles, excellent
condition, new tires and
brakes. Can be seen at
Smith's Poultry or call
715S-1772.
STIARP 1083 Chevrolet
S10, excellent condition
753-5215.
51. Campers

f411 -)15 rr

camper
trailer, excellent condition. 759-4909.
1972 CREVY Lark Ifini
Home, 21 ft., excellent
condition, rear bath,
refrigerator, ac, d.c.,
jw, 14 MPG. 436-5821.
1373 MIDAS Mini Motor
48 Auto Services
Home, 23 ft., rear full
R Sale 310 Chevy bath, double air, 3 K.W.
Gen 753-0114.
engine, clean, around
70,000 Bored 040 and 1978 MIDAS Mini Motor
Chevy 12 bolt 4.11 Home, low mileage.
maned with Fits coil good condition. Call
763-4808 after 4p.m
springs. Call 153-4043
1.1373 NOMAD" Camper.
sleeps 6, gas or electric.
full self contained Can
be seen is mile east of
Lynn Grove or c•II
435-4106.

unwanted trees that
need cutting or trees
that need topping? will
also do other clean up
work such as cutting
shrubbery or clean up
grown up areas. Free
estimates. Call 437-4607.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
YOUr needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters Installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
7 5 3 - 2 3 1 0 for free
estimate.

1212 Main Murray

KY

ESTATE AUCTION!
Saturday July 28th-10:00 A.M.
Home of the late Geo. Roeder on road going io Leather'
wood Creek boat dock Stewart County. Tenn
'Real Estate
•Large Antique Sale
•Mowers
'Tools
'House Furniture

BOGARD REALTY 11, AUCTION CO.
Dover, Tenn. 615-232-5150
Announcement day of sale will have precedence over
printed matter.
Auctioneer: Ed "Bogie" flogard. iPC. 548

Parking Lots - Largo A Small

KEITH BLACK'S
STRIPING SERVICE
Keith C. Block
753-6244

Stan Bone
753-6369

Owner & Operator
Sales Ihspresentativii
We Now Offer Nand Painted Stripes
For Tennis Courts.

PUBLIC AUCTION * SHOP EQUIPMENT
Saturday, July 28th at 10 A.M. at Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wisehart
home 10 miles from Murray, Ky. Take Highway 121 North from
Murray, Ky.,; from Mayfield, Ky. take 121 South. Watch for auction signs. Will sell shop equipment for Quality Service Co.
Power take off cement mixer with ram dump, 27' Fruehauf van
trailer, Neagia & Pexta fabrication hand equipment, bar sorter
& supplies, sorter gas burner, sand blaster. steel bits, drill motor,
floor model drill press, bench grinder on stand. Milwaukee right
angle drill, bench vise, duradyne hammer & banger nails, side
grinder & attachments, rigid tripod stand, pipe benders, tubing
benders, rigid motorized threading machine, 10' 14 gauge Chicago
hand brake, band cut off saw, Neogaro Molara crimper beader,
Tenn. Smith 36" roamachine with motorized drive, Hobart model
tr 250 h.f.a.c.d. welder with tig, attachment & cooler, 3 sets of sheet
metal hand tools, Duro done spot welder, bart sorter & supplies,
Dreis & /Crump 38- box & pans 18 gauge brake, large press
acetylene rig with tanks, small torch with tank, belt driven blower
of various sizes, shop tables, step ladders, 5, socket set, pipe wrenches, Capellary tube restrictor remover, refrigerator vacuum
pumps. annie compressor analyzer, amprobe tester, oil gun
burner, tool kits, portable washer. vermitte lift, sheet copper,scrap
sheet metal, pole climbing equipment, truck tool boxes, roof exhaust fans, steel pipe & tubing, 40 + electric motors of different
sizes and parts, blower wheels, fan blades, capacitors &
transformers & relays contacts, gas vaules, thermostatic, drivers,
electric disconnects, storage bins & racks, dial-a-charge air conditioner service supplies, 3-ton mobile home air conditioner service supplies, head cable 40 T.V. tower, large air compressor,
spool of 6-2-G Romax cable, air conditioner, filters & grills, portable space heaters. electric mobile home furnace, louvers & fire
dampers extractors, refrigerator cooper, sheet metal boots, pipe
take off collars, black pipe fittings, pipe hangers, humidifiers,
stake bed for small pickup, set of scaffolds on large coasters, 1965
Chevrolet pickup. 8x16 office building. office desk & chair, filing
cabinets, A.B. Dick dry copier, barrel stove with blower, several
bags of mortar & cement, canoe boat, boom pole, van ladder racks
This Is only a partial listing. Many other items to sell. Sale will
be held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available. Terms: cash or good check day of sale. Bank letters of
credit from unknown buyers. Notice: information in this ad was
derived from sources believed to be correct, but is not guaranteed.
Announcement made day of sale takes precedence over printed
matter.In Miller Auction Service in charge of auction. For more
information call 502-480-2761 or 502485-4144.

Dan Miller, Auctioneer
Terry Paschall, App. Auctioneer
Licensed• Bonded In Kenoacky and Tennessee eleat
"My Service Doesn't Coat, It Pays"

52

#791 Out-of-State Owner
Wants Offer
Large Lot Overlooking Kentucky
Lake, 2 Bedroom. 2 Bath, 18x24
Den, Large Porch & Decks, Basement. Central Heat & Air. Range,
Refrigerator, Dishwasher & Franklin
Stove included. Carpeting & Insulation. Garage with Workshop
$39,900. Immediate Possession

STROUT REALTY 753-0186

Boats-Motors
15 FT Studebaker
Runabout and trailer, 40
h p Johnson, good
condition, 8750 753.1843.
1974 ANCHORCRATT.
14 ft fiberglass Skl
Boat. Tri-hult. Walk
Thru. 66 h.p. Mercury
with trailer. 7541-11164.
b FT. Pontoon House
Bolt, bath, holding
tank, stove, refrigerator, sieep.4 or more. At
Sportsman's Marina
Aurora, Icy 753-7947.
LISED If 1/3, II-bottom
boat, 183 HP I/O motor,
full cover, tandem axle
trailer. 0,500 Call after 6
PM 753.304
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This 2 bedroom house with 2 acre lot will be sold at
Auction on July 27 at 6 p.m. Terms: 20% down day
of sale and balance in 15 days with delivery of deed.
Announcement made day of sale take precedence
over printed matter.

Shroat-Waldrop Realtor
Pete Waldrop - Broker
Dan Miller - Auctioneer
dl .
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-
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Mr. Stratton
dies today;
rites planned

Mrs. Jackson's rites Friday
Services for Mrs.
Aline Magness Jackson
will be Friday at 10 a.m.
at the Grace Baptist
Church where she was a
member
The Rev. R J. Burpoe
and the Rev Sammy
Cunningham will of.
ficiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist
and soloiat.
Pallbearers will -be
Dewey Hall, Oralee
Elkins, Robert Bucy,
Noble Bray. James
Cohoon and William
Outland.
Burial will follow in
the Burnett's Chapel
Cemetery in Graves
County.

Friends may call at
the Max Churchill
Funeral Horne after 3
p.m. today (Thursday).
Mrs. Jackson. 79, died
Tuesday at 2:48 a.m at
her home, 807 Hurt Dr

Edward Stratton, 85,
Rt. 5, Benton, Aurora
community, died today
at 5:40 am
at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
His wife, Mrs
Charlotte Figg Stratton,
died in 1983. He was
born March 18, 1919.
Survivors are two
daughters. Mrs. Brenda
Dennis, Rt. 5, Benton,
and Mrs. Julia Savells,
Rt. 5, Mayfield; one son,
Barry Stratton, Rt. 5,
Benton; three
grandchildren.
Mr. Stratton was a
member of the Union
Ridge Baptist Church
where the funeral will
be Saturday at 2 p.m.
The Rev. Rayrciond
Lewis will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Union Ridge
Cemetery with full
military honors.
Friends may call at
the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, after 1
p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Jo Nell Gordon,
69, Rt. 3, Benton, died
Tuesday at 8:48 p.m. at
the Marshall County
Born April 25, 1905, in
Hospital, Benton.
Graves County, she was
Born Nov. 4, 1914, she
the daughter of the late
was the daughter of the
John Magness and
late John McElrath and
Selma Burnett
Ima Anderson
Magness
McElrath.
Mrs. Jackson is surShe is survived by her
vived by one daughter, husband, Grady GorMrs. Martha Tibbs, St.
don; one daughter, Mrs.
Louis, Mo.; one son, Arwood (Sharon) Park,
Norman Skinner, Benton; one son, Jeff
Camarillo, Calif.; 10 Gordon and wife, Debbie; three sisters, Mrs.
grandchildren: eight
great-grandchildren.
Garvie Peterson, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs Geneva
Clark, Benton, and Mrs.
011ie (Margaret I Hall,
fteldland; five
grandchildren.
MANILA, Philippines thrown Into the sea were
Mrs. Gordon was a
(AP) — A Vietnamese those of children, the
member of the Oak
woman, recounting her eldest 8 and the
Grove
Cumberland
32-day ordeal at sea, youngest 21 months, she
Presbyterian Church
said she watched 68 said.
where
the funeral is tocompanions die of cold
She said the only food
day at 2 p.m.
and hunger as their boat the refugees took with
The Rev. Wendell
drifted in the South them when they left Ben
Ordway, the Rev. Ron
China Sea, ignored by Tre in southern Vietnam
Livingston and the Rev.
dozens of passing ships. on June 6 were six sacks
Rick Dye are of"We threw their of sweet potatoes. Like
ficiating.
Music is by the
bodies into the sea as the boat's engine, the
Church Choir.
soon as they died, but potatoes lasted for a
Active pallbearers
later on we were too week.
are Roy Rose, Ray
weak to push them out
After the food ran out,
Dunn, Ben Thompson,
of the boat and all I they drank rainwater.
Kehneth Bucy, Doug
could do was cry as They soaked it up in
The funeral for Kentheir bodies lay beside clothes and towels, Draffen and Kenny neth Smith is today at 2
Lawrence.
me," said Dinh Xuan which they wrung out to
p.m. in the chapel of
Honorary pallbearers
Hoa, 24, one of 16 Viet- drink.
Collier Funeral Home,
are Joe Fllbeck, John
namese rescued by
Some drank their own
Benton. O.D. McKenCrosby, Clay Jones,
Filipino fishermen on urine, according to a
dree is officiating.
Lowell Palmer, Goble
July 7.
U.N. social worker who
Burial will follow in
Thweatt and Oacus
"We saw about 40 interviewed the surthe Marshall County
Bedwell.
ships and we raised our vivors after they were
Memory Gardens.
Burial will follow in
white blouses on top of rescued off the coastal
Mr. Smith, 51, Rt. 1,
the Mt. Carmel
our boat and we cried town of Santa Cruz, 105
Benton, died Tuesday at
Cemetery in Calloway
'SOS! SOS!' but they miles northeast of
8:30 a.m. His death
County.
didn't come near us," Manila.
followed an extended
Miss Dinh told The
After their 68 compaIllness.
Associated Press from nions died, the 16 surBorn May 31, 1933, he
her bed in a Manila vivors caught two fish,
was the son of Winnie
government hospital, each shorter than a
Smith and the late
where she was being hand's breadth, which
Porter Smith. He was a
treated for they divided equally,
Final rites for Miss member of the Union
malnutrition.
said Miss Dinh, who Sylvia Alton will be Fri- Hill Church of Christ.
Social workers for the said she shrank during day at 2 p.m. in the
He is survived by his
U.N. high commissioner the voyage from 115 chapel of Miller Funeral wife, Mrs. June Lamb
for refugees said they pounds to 80 pounds.
Home, Hazel. The Rev. Smith; two daughters,
had interviewed several
Seven men, seven Joe Harding will of- Miss Tammie Smith,
of the survivors, who women and two teen- ficiate and Mrs. Oneida Rt. 1, Benton, and Mrs.
corroborated Miss age boys survived. The White will be pianist and Debby Kennedy, Rt. 5,
Dinh's story.
oldest was 39. When soloist.
Benton; two sons, WarU.N. figures put the they reached shore, the
Pallbearers will be ren Smith -and Wade
number of refugees survivors were too weak
Gerald Alton, Red Smith, Rt. 1, Benton; his
waiting in Southeast to stand.
Alton, Ed Morton, mother, Mrs. Winnie
Asia to be resettled at
When the boat was out Thomas Woods, Bobby Smith, Calvert City; two
about 260,000. More than
of Vietnamese waters, a Alton and James Alton. brothers, Raswell
500,000 people have
Burial will follow in Smith, Rt. 2, Benton,
storm hit, lashing the
landed in Southeast
boat with rain for le the Green Plain and Loman Smith,
Asian countries since
Mayfield; four
Cemetery.
days, Miss Dinh said.
South Vietman fell in
Miss Alton, 76, died grandchildren.
Miss Dinh, a universi1975.
ty student majoring in Monday at 3:30 p.m. at a
Miss Dinh gave these
English, said she and nursing home at Pondetails of her ordeal.
her half-brother had tiac, Mich. She was Federal-State Market News Service
Her half-brother, the
hoped to reach the retired from Ford Motor July 26 1984
captain of the 36-foot
Kentucky Purchaae Area Hog Market
Philippines for eventual Co.
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
boat, died on the
Survivors are three Receipts Act 817 Est 450 Barrows
resettlement in the
journey. She identified
brothers, Winburn 1. Gilts fully 133 lower Sons 1 00 2 00
United States.
lower
him as Roan Chau Dat,
Alton, Hazel, Herbert US 1-2 210-2401bit 553 0353 50 few 5440
a pilot in the former
Her brother came Alton, Rt. 1, Puryear, US 2 200 210 dos
80200.5340
$52 50.3340
lbs
South Vietnamese air down with the flu and Tenn., and
Rudy Alton, US 2210'2S0
$21 50-3250
force. Others who died died two days later. Royal Oak, Mich.; US 2-3 230370 lb.
included two teen-age "We threw his body im- sister-In-law, Mrs. US 1-2 270-350 lb.
137 (0.40 40
538 00-40 00
boys who she said went mediately. I felt pity, Hazel Alton, Hazel; US 1.3 531.430k.
-140 00-42 00
US 1.1 450-500 lb.
crazy during the but what was the use of several nieces and US 1.3540.40 lb.
143 40-40 50
137 06-31 00
US 2-3340.300 lb.
voyage.
keeping his body?" she nephews.
Boars 131 00-3300
Ten of the bodies said.

A publlcaUon financed by Alpha Phi social
sorority at Murray State
University to assist with
the new outpatient carthee rehabilitation program at Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital has won
statewide recognition.
Titled "So You've Had
a Heart Attack," the
booklet was awarded a
second place
(Thoroughbred Certificate of Merit) in the
print division of the
Kentucky Hospital
Association's "Run for
the Winners' Circle"
public relations awards
program
Printed in 1983, the
booklet was one of three
In a series dealing with
heart attacks The Zeta
Zeta chapter of Alpha
Phi at Murray State
paid for the series of
booklets with $2,255
from lollipop sales proceeds during Heart
Month in February 1983
and from its national
foundation.
The publications were
designed, written,
printed and distributed
as one phase of the
development of the outpatient cardiac
rehabilitation program
at the hospital. Through
the program, which is
an extension of the inpatient cardiac rehabilitation service, heart at-

tack patients are expected to be able to
leave the hospital
earlier and return for
rehabilitation as an
outpatient.
In addition to the
award-isinning booklet,
others published are titled "Living with Your
Pacemaker" and
"Keeping Your Heart
Healthy"
All three of the books
were written by Tom
Powell of Memphis, a
public relations professional, and illustrated

by Wanda Davis, public
relations assistant at
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, both
graduates of Murray
State.
The publications are
being distributed nationally through Alpha
Phi chapters and the
soroity's annual conven
Lion Heart-related projects have been the
primary beneficiary of
Alpha Phi International's charitable efforts for more than 40

years.
Judy Kratser is the
adviser to the Murray
State chapter and
Shirley Johnson the
financial adviser. Debra
Haller of Ballwin, M.o.,
was the chapter president and Gela Barrett of
Benton the public relations officer and philanthropic chairman in
1982-83.
They worked with
Kathy Hodge, public
relations director at the
hospital, on the publications project.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
.
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
G.A F
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health
Care American

+ 3.53
40 + %
26% -%
18/4 unc
25%
25%
13%
45
37%
17% unc
65%
33%
25%
23% unc

I.B.M
Jerrico .
J.C. Penney
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
.
Quaker Oats
Sears .
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

107% +%
++ 14% unc
50% -%
28% unc
29% + 1.4
9% unc
32% unc
59% -%
3,0% •Thi
3% unc
32% .14
.35% unc
39% +%
17% + %
10% +%
10.79

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS —'1VIUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

SPE I
Large Hamburger, French Fries and
Med. Drink
$ 1 99
tGood July 27-Aug.

FINAL
CLEARANCE
SALE
CONTINUING
GRAHAM Et JACKWN

Miss Alton's
rites Friday

"Place ain't
fancy, but sho
is good food!"

1%I. 11•111:
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Wus

Ti's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

WE'RE

Hog market

MURRAY
APPLIANCE IS
YOUR VIDEO
HEADQUARTERS

Inventory Clearance GI_ TV
and VCR Specials
Records one channel
while you watch another!

ruling today
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The Federal .Communications Commission voted today to raise
from 21 to 36 the maximum cap on the
number of radio and TV
stations that a single individual or firm may
own.
The commission also
agreed to set an
automatic "sunset"
date for Its new rule in
1990, meaning at that
point the agency would
stop enforcing any

limits on broadcast
ownership unless Congress intervened.
Today's vote was
4-to-1, with FCC Chairman Mark S. Fowler
leading the majority.
Commissioner Mimi
Weyforth Dawson cast
the lone dissenting vote,
although Commissioner
Henry M. Rivera said he
would issue a partial
dissent to that portion of
the order that calls for
the automatic sunset in
1990. _
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1974 Nova S.S.
Brown
61826

VHS 8-HOUR
VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER

25" Diagonal
CONSOLE COLCIR TV $49800

MOM. I VCR5002.X

MODEL 355(39028

Our new chapel,
which is under contruction, is designed
so that our property
owners will not have
to have the committal
service out in the
weather by an open
grave. We invite you
out to see the work in
progress. For more
information
call
753-2654.

• 8-Hour Record/Playback
• One event/l4 day programming
• Remote video scan/slaw motion

• High performance electronics designed for reliability
• Lighted channel numbers for easy viewing
• Color Monitor.'" System automatically adjusts color
• Distinctive Mediterranean styling

• 7-func don wired Remote Control
• Function display
• Electronic VHF/UHF tuner
• Pause+stgl control (freeze frame)
• One-Touch recording up to 4 hours

OUR 011111.111, PR011111311
BACKS IIP f WRY 01 WU f,PlitlOur

17" Diagonal
PORTABLE COLOR TV
MOM
• High

175(4607W

$2980°

Perfocrnance electronics designed for reliability
•'High Contrast picture tube
• Color Monitor.
" System automatically adjusts colqr
• 1.5 wart audio arniginer fec c&lent sound
•

1 10-DAY REFUND/
EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE
2 KNOWLEDGEABLE
SAI,ES PERSONNEL

3 CUSTOMER CARE Swett
GE CONSUMER INFORMATION
ANSWER CENTER'SERVICE

I

GE WE BRING GOOD THINGS TO UFE.

E Z IN STORE FINANCING
SAME DAY SERVICE
its( DAY YO1PCALL

DWAIN TAYLOR '
EHEVROLET
733-2617
•

6-41 S. Murray

Your General Electric Dealer

In

Murray

212 East Main Street — 753-1586

Howard Coy

ytt

John Simmons Owners

